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(Amended F12-F14 RRA or Amended Application) 

 

 
Since BC Hydro submitted its Amended F12-F14 RRA to the BCUC on 
November 24, 2011, Government has issued two regulations that impact the BCUC’s 
consideration of the expenditures on demand-side measures (DSM) that BC Hydro 
anticipates making during F2012 and F2013 (F12/F13 DSM Expenditures) provided in 
Appendix II of the Amended F12-F14 RRA. Specifically, Special Direction No. 10 to the 
BCUC (SD 10) and the DSM Regulation have been amended to change the tests the 
BCUC must apply in considering the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures, as outlined below. In 
its response to BCUC IR 1.476.1, BC Hydro committed to updating Appendix II to reflect 
the impacts of the amendments to the DSM Regulation. 
 
In addition, Government has amended the Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation and  
BC Hydro has updated the Load Forecast for its Integrated Electricity System 
(2011 Load Forecast). Although the changes to the Electricity Self-Sufficiency 
Regulation and updates to the load forecast do not impact the BCUC’s consideration of 
the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures, BC Hydro committed in its response to BCUC IR 1.50.1 
to update the forecast Load Resource Balance (LRB) deficit/surplus to reflect the repeal 
of critical water conditions and substitution of average water conditions, and the 
expected repeal by the Legislature of the insurance requirement for electricity self-
sufficiency. 
 
To explain these changes and their impact on the BCUC’s consideration of the 
F12/F13 DSM Expenditures, BC Hydro has updated Appendix C and Appendix II. The 
following provides an overview of these changes.  
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Amendments to SD 10 
 
On February 2, 2012, the Government issued Order in Council (OIC) No. 35. 
OIC No. 35, amended SD 10 in relation to prescribed water conditions for the 
self-sufficiency requirement. OIC No. 35 repeals “critical water conditions” and 
substitutes “average water conditions”, and repeals the 3,000 GWh/yr insurance 
requirement under SD 10. 
 
OIC No. 35 has also changed the legal framework for the BCUC’s consideration of the 
Ruskin Dam and Powerhouse Upgrade Project, the John Hart Generating Station 
Replacement Project, the energy supply contract in respect of the Conifex Mackenzie 
Power Project and BC Hydro’s F12/F13 DSM expenditures.  
 
Pursuant to subsection 6(4) of SD 10, as amended by OIC No. 35, the BCUC must 
accept an expenditure respecting DSM included in the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures if: 
 
a) the demand-side measure is cost-effective in accordance with the Demand Side 

Measures Regulation, and 
b) the expenditure has not been shown to the satisfaction of the BCUC to be 

unreasonable for achieving the reductions in demand attributable to the demand-
side measure. 

 
If an expenditure respecting DSM included in the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures meets the 
above two criteria, the BCUC must accept the expenditure despite 
subsections 44.2(3)(a) and 44.2(5.1) of the Utilities Commission Act (UCA). 
Subsections 44.2(3)(a) and 44.2(5.1) of the UCA are therefore no longer applicable to 
the BCUC’s consideration of the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures. A copy of the amended 
SD 10 and OIC 35 is provided as New Appendix C-10. 
 
Amendments to DSM Regulation 
 
On December 8, 2011, the Government issued Ministerial Order No. M335 amending 
the DSM Regulation, B.C. Reg. 228/2011. In addition to amending certain defined terms 
in the DSM Regulation, B.C. Reg. 228/2011 made substantial changes to the total 
resource cost test prescribed in section 4 of the regulation, which increase the benefits 
of demand-side measures for total resource cost test purposes. A copy of B.C. 
Reg. 228/2011 and the amended DSM Regulation is provided as New Appendix C-11. A 
description of how the DSM supported by the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures are cost-
effective in accordance with the amended DSM Regulation is provided in Amended 
New Appendix II, Section 3.9.  
 
The amendments to the DSM Regulation increase the benefits of DSM for total resource 
cost test purposes, and the cost effectiveness of the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures is 
significantly increased as a result. However, BC Hydro has not changed the 
F12/F13 DSM Expenditures. BC Hydro continues to believe that it would be premature 
to change course on its DSM efforts prior to completion and approval of the Integrated 
Resource Plan. BC Hydro views on this issue, as set out in section 2.8 of Appendix II, 
have not changed. 
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Amendments to Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation 
 
On February 2, 2012, the Government issued OIC No. 36. The issuance of OIC No. 36 
amends the Electricity Self Sufficiency Regulation (B.C. Reg. 315/2010) by repealing the 
words “critical water conditions” and substituting “average water conditions”. A copy of 
OIC 36 and the amended Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation are provided as 
New Appendix C-9. 
 
The Government also announced on February 3 that it will propose to the legislature 
amendments to the Clean Energy Act (CEA) that will repeal the insurance requirement 
for BC Hydro to hold, by 2020, the rights to 3,000 GWh of energy per year in addition to 
the amount of electricity referred to in section 6(2)(a) of the CEA. Removing this 
insurance requirement from the CEA requires an act of the legislature. 
 
BC Hydro’s 2011 Load Forecast and Updated Load Resource Balances  
 
BC Hydro recently prepared its 2011 Load Forecast for BC Hydro’s Integrated System 
(2011 Load Forecast), which provides the most recent forecast of BC Hydro’s electricity 
supply obligations. The 2011 Load Forecast employs substantially the same 
methodology as the 2010 Load Forecast. As compared to the 2010 Load Forecast, the 
2011 Load Forecast is: (1) lower in the short term, due mainly to the continuance of 
slower economic conditions; (2) higher in the mid-term due to publicly announced life 
extensions of two mines; and (3) similar in the long-term. In addition, the 
B.C. Government has indicated a high potential for the electrification of LNG export 
facilities from clean resources in BC. Two potential LNG projects, KM LNG and Douglas 
Channel LNG, have obtained material government agency permits and approvals such 
as National Energy Board export permits. Of these two LNG projects, KM LNG is by far 
the larger. As a result, the LRBs for energy and capacity are presented for the reference 
2011 Load Forecast with and without KM LNG.1 
 
With respect to supply resources shown in the LRBs, the legislative changes described 
above now require BC Hydro’s Heritage energy capability to be calculated based upon 
the maximum amount of annual energy that the Heritage assets that are hydroelectric 
facilities can produce under average water conditions. With the move from critical to 
average water, Heritage non-firm energy/market allowance becomes 4,200 GWh/year in 
F2015 and 4,500 GWh/year in F2016 and beyond. In addition, BC Hydro has also 
updated its assessment of firm energy contributions from run of river (ROR) electricity 
generation facilities to the system from aggregating the intermittent and seasonal energy 
from ROR facilities with BC Hydro resources (including resource smart additions such 
as Revelstoke Unit 5 and Mica Units 5 and 6). The analysis indicates that by 
aggregating these resources BC Hydro can rely on approximately 85 per cent of the 
average energy from these existing and committed IPP facilities under critical water 
conditions which equates to a firm energy increase of approximately 500 GWh/year. 
 

                                                
1
  The KM LNG facility is expected to consume approximately 5,300 GWh/year and 680 MW 

including losses. 
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Descriptions of BC Hydro’s 2011 Load Forecast and its updated Energy and Capacity 
LRBs are provided in Amended New Appendix II, Amended Chapter 2. BC Hydro’s 
updated LRBs are provided in Amended New Appendix II, Amended Attachment 2. 
 
Updated sections of Amended Application 
 
BC Hydro encloses an Amended Appendix C as Exhibit B-1-3A. Exhibit B-1-3A 
includes all of the original materials contained in Appendix C plus three new sub-
appendices (New Appendices C-9, C-10, and C-11). 
 
To explain the changes described above and their impact on the BCUC’s consideration 
of the F12/F13 DSM Expenditures as well as to correct for a small number of errors, 
BC Hydro encloses an Amended New Appendix II as Exhibit B-1-3B. Consistent with 
the format of revisions provided in the Amended Application, BC Hydro has included all 
of the materials contained in New Appendix II. All revised information is shown in 
grey-shaded text. Generally, sections in which there is no new (shaded) text continue to 
be applicable. For greater clarification, BC Hydro has specifically amended portions of 
Chapters 1 to 3 as well as Attachments 2 and 5 of New Appendix II.  
 
Communications regarding this submission are to be addressed to: 
 

Janet Fraser 
Chief Regulatory Officer 

Ian Webb  
Legal Counsel 

BC Hydro 
1600-333 Dunsmuir Street 
Vancouver, BC V6B 5R3 

Lawson Lundell LLP 
1600-925 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2 

Telephone: (604) 623-4046 
Fax No.: (604) 623-4407 

Telephone: (604) 631-9117 

e-mail: 
bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com 

email: 
iwebb@lawsonlundell.com  

 
For further information, please contact the undersigned. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 

 Janet Fraser 
Chief Regulatory Officer 
 
sh/rh 
 
Enclosure 
 
Copy to: BCUC Project No. 3698592 (Amended F12/F14 RRA) Registered Intervener 

Distribution List. 
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria
On the recommendation of tbe undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor. by and with the advice and consent of the

Executive Council, orders that, effectiv.e April I, 20B, the Hentage Special Directive No. HCl to the Hydro and Power
Authority, Order in Counci1112512003, is amended as set 9ut in the attached $chedul(: ..

Order in Council No. • 021 I Approved and Ordered FEB - 2 2011
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(111ft part it for Qt!milljt17Qnve purposes 01l1yQ1Idit not pilrt oflile Orde7.)
Authority under which Order is made:

Act and section: Hydro Ql/d Power Allthority Act. R.S.B.C. 1996. c. 212. 3.35

Other. orc JI25/2003

January 12.2011
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SCHEDULE

1 Section 1of the Heritage Special Directive No. HCl to the Britisl, Columbia Hydro and
Power Authority, Order in Council 112512003, is amended

(a) by repealing the definition op'debt" and 9ubstituting the following:
"debt" means. in relation to a fiscal year of the authority, the amount obtained by

(a) adding the amounts of the following at the end of the fiscal year. as included
in the 8!1thodty's audited consolidated financial statements for that year:

(i) revolving borrowings;
(ii) bonds;

(Ui) notes;
(iv) debentures. and

(b) deducting fr9m the amount detennined under paragraph (a) the sum of the
following amounts at the end of the fiscal year. as included in the authority's
audited consolidated financial statements:

(i) sinking funds;
(ii) cash and cash equivalents;
(Hi) repurchased debt;,

(0) by repealing the definition of "distributable surplus" and sub9tituti1Jg the
following:
"distributable surplus" means, for 8 fiscal year, the consolidated net income eamed

by the authority and its subsidiaries from all sources, .as included in tbe
authority's audited consolidated financial statements for tbat year;, and

(c) by repealing the definition of "equity" and 9ubstituting the following:
"equity" means, in relation to a fiscal year of the authority, the amount obtained by

adding the amounts of the following at the end of the fiscal year, as included in
the authority's audited consolidated financial statements for tbat year:
(a) retained earnings;
(b) accumulated other comprehensive income (loss);
(c) contributed surplus.
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Hydro and PowuAuffloriry Acr

HERITAGE SPECIAL DIRECTIVE NO. HCI TO THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY

Defmitions

1. In this Special Directive:

"Act" means the Hydro and Power Authoriry Act,

"debt" means, in relation to a fiscal year of the authority, the amount obtained by

(a) adding the outsfaflamg amounts of the following at the end of the fiscal year. as included
in the authority's audited consolidated financial statements for that year:

(i) revolving borrowings;
(ii) bonds;
(iii) notes;
(iv) debentures, and

(b) deducting from the amount determined under paragraph (a) the sum.of the following
amounts at the end of the fiscal year. as included in the authority's audited consolidated
financial statements:

(i) sinking funds;
f"~ .11 temporary mvestments;
(ii) cash and cash equivalents;
(iii) repurchased debt;

"distributable surplus" means, for a fiscal year, W the consolidated net income; earned by the
authority and its subsidiaries from all sources, as refleet-edincluded in the authority! ) audited consolidated
financial statements for that fisea1 year, less;

(b) the :finance",harges capitalized during the fiscal year, net of depreciation
ehargeElon eapitalized finanee charges;

"equity" means, in relation to a fiscal year of the authority, equity e&leulatedin aeeoraanee '\-\ith
geaem1ly aeee,ted aeeoooting priReiples. the amount obtained bv adding the amounts of the following at the
end of the fiscal year. as included in the authority's audited consolidated financial statements for that year:
. (a) retained earnings;

(b) accumulated other comprehensive income o.oss):
(c) contribu~ed surplus.

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-1
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Application

.: '.:~
~~. "

','

2. This Special Directive is issued to the authorityun4~ section 35 of the Act.
'.':.

Annual payment

3. On or before June 30 of each year after 2004, the directors of the authority must cause the authority
to pay to the government, for deposit into the consolidated revenue fund, an amount equal to

(a) 85% of the authprity's distributable surplus for the previous fiscal year of the authority, or

(b) if the payment required Wlder this section would result in the debt/equity ratio of the '
authority exceeding 80:20, the greatest amount that can be paid by the authority without
causing the authority's debt/equity ratio, afte~the payment is made, to exceed 80:20.

"
.',

i
I

·1
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, Approved and Ordered. FEB - 2 2011

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL

020Orderln Council No.

#(.
Lieutenant overnor

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria
On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor. by and with the advice and consent of the

Executive Council, orders that. effective April!, 2011, the Heritage Special Direction No. HC2 to the British Columbia
Utilities Commission, B.C. Reg. 158/2005, is amended as set out in the attached schedule.

S\-.(.~ ~.s,",-
Minister of Energy

(Thil part is for admini3trative pUI'p(MeSonly Q1Idis not part of the Ordsr.)
Allthority under which Order Is made:

Act and section: BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act. S.RC. 2003, c. 86. $. 4

Other: OIC 1123/2003

January 14,2011 R/2212011127
pagelof3
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SCHEDULE
1 Section 1of the ,Heritage Special Direction No. HC2' to the British Columbia Utilities

Commission, B.C. Reg. 15812005, is amended

(a) by repealing the definitions of"deepled equity" and "equity" and sllbitituting the
folwwing:
"deemed equity" means, for any fiscal year, the product obtained by multiplying the

rate base relati~g to that year by 30%;, and

(b) by adding the following definition:
"rate base" means, in relation to a fIScal year of the authority, the amount

detennined in accordance with the folloWing equation and notes:

, RB =WCA+ (A+B+C)f2 - (D+E+F)12

where:
RB = rate base;

WCA = working capital amount of $250 million;
A, B, D, E and F = the sum of an amount the authority forecasts will be listed as follows

in the authority's audited financial statements at the end of 'the
previous fiscal year ,and the amount the authority forecasts will be
similarly listed at the end of the applicable fiscal year:

A is the amount listed as property, plant and equipment in service, less
a9cumulated amortization;

B is the amount listed as intangible assets in service, less accumulated
amortization;

D is the amount listed as contributions in aid of construction;
E is the.amount listed as contributions arising from the Columbia River

Treaty; .
F is the amount listed as leased a~ets included in A, less accumulated

amortization;
C = the sum of the balance the authority forecasts for the deferral account

established under commission order 0-55-95 at the beginning of the
fiscal year and the balance the authority forecasts for the same
account at th~ end of the fiscal year;.

notes:
1. In detennining rate base for a fiscal year, the amounts A, B and F

must have subtracted from them any amount included in them that is
(a) an expenditure for export, as defined in the Clean Energy Act,

or
(b) an expenditure incurred by the authority on or after
, Aprill,2011, that the commission detennines under the

Utilities Commission Act must not be recovered by the ~uthority
in rates.
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2. In determining rate base for a fiscal year, the amount D must have
subtracted from it any amount included in it that is related to the
expenditures referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of note 1. J and

(c) by repealing the definition of "trade income" and sUbStltutil'g the followmg:
"trade income" means the net income of Powerex Corp., as included in the

. authority's audited consolidated financial statements, adjusted by,
(a) if the net income is less than zero, ~dding the amount necessary to make it

zero,and
(b) if the net income is greater than $200 million, subtracting any amounts in

excess of $200 million.

2 Section 4 (b) is amended by striking out "despite the inclusion of debt in deemed
equity,".

page3of3
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BeHydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act

HERITAGE' SPECIAL .DIRECTION NO. HC2 TO THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA UTlLITmS COMMISSION

Definitions

1. In this Special Direction:

"Act" means theBeHydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act;

"debt" meanS, in relation to a fiscal year of the authority, the amount obtained by

(a) adding the outstanding amounts of the following at the end of
the fiscal year:

(i) borrowings;
(ii) bonds;
(iii) notes;
(iv) debentures, and

(b) deducting from the amount determined under paragraph (a) the sum of
the of the following amounts at the end of the fiscal year:

(i) sinking funds;
(ii) temporary investments;
(iii) repurchased debt;

"e'lllity" seems, if! relatien to a nSGalyear of the autherity, 6EJ.'UityealculateElHi
aeo~atWe with geael'a:l.lyaeeeptee1aeeol:lfttiag priaeiples;

"deemed equity" means, for any pefled fiscal year, the product obtained by multiplybig
the ~1mlof the average debt and the a~:erageequity rate base relating to that pefled year
by 30%;

"government policy directive" means a directive in writing to the authority from the
minister charged with the administration of the Hydro and Power Authority Act;

"heritage contract" means the document attached as Appendix A to this Special
Direction; . .

"heritage deferral account" means an account established under section 7 (a) of this
Special Direction;

"heritage energy" has the same meaning as in the heritage contract;

"heritage payment obligation" ~as the same meaning as in the heritage contract;

"heritage resources" has the same meaning as in the heritage contract;

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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2

"rate base" means. in relation to a fiscal year of the authority. the amount determined in
accordance with the following equation and notes:

RB =WCA + (A+B+C)/2 - (p+E+F)/2

where:

RB = rate base:
WCA = working capital amount of $250 million:

A. B. D. E and F = the sum of an amount the authority forecasts will be listed as
follows in the authority's audited financial statements at the end
of the previous fiscal vear and the amount the authority forecasts
will be similarly listed at the end of the applicable fiscal year:

A is the amount listed as property. plant and equipment in service.
less accumulated amortization:

B is the amount listed as intangible assets in service. less
accumulated amortization:

D is the amount listed as contributions in aid of construction:
~ is the amount listed as contributions arising from the Columbia

River Treaty:
:E is the amount listed as leased assets included in A. less

accumulated amortization:
C = the sum of the balance the authority forecasts for the deferral

account established under commission order G-55-95 at the .
beginning of the fiscal year and the balance the authority forecasts
for the same account at the end of the fiscal year:

Notes:
1:. In determining rate base for a fiscal year. the amounts A. B and F

must have subtracted from them any amount included in them that
is . .

Wl an expenditure for export. as defined in the Clean Energy Act. or.au an expenditure incurred by the authority on or after April!. 2011.
o that the commission determines under the Utilities Commission
Act must not be recovered by the authority in rates.

2. In determining rate base for a fiscal year. the amount D must have
subtracted from it any amount included in it that is related to the
expenditures referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of note 1..

"trade income" means the auaited net income of Power ex Corp., ae00rdmg to geftCfally
aecepted aecountmg priReiples as included in the authority's audited consolidated
financial statements. adjusted by,

(a) if the audited net income is less than zero, adding the amount necessary
to make it zero, and

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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(b) where auditea if the net income is greater than $200 million, subtracting any
amounts in excess of $200 million; .

"transmission rate customers" means industrial or commercial customers of the
authority who are eligible for service under rates designed by the commission under
section 3.

Application

2.. This Special Direction is issued to the commission under sections 3 and 4 of the Act.

Consideration in designing rates for transmission rate customers

(c) the authority publishes the Tier 2 rate in the manner and with the frequency
required by the commission.

Basis for establishing authority revenue requirements

4. Subject to section 7, in regulating and setting rates for the authority, the commission must
ensure that those rates allow the authority to collect sufficient revenue in each fiscal year
to enable the authority to

(a) provide reliable electricity service,

'(b)meet all of its debt service, tax and other financial obligations, despite the
inelusien. of debt :in.deemed e'ic1ity,

'. .

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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(c) comply with government policy directives, including, without limitation,
government policy directives requiring the authority to construct, operate or
extend a plant or system, and

(d) achieve an annual rate of return on deemed equity equal to the pre-income tax
annual rate of return allowed by the commission to the most comparable investor-
owned energy utility regulated under the Utilities Commission Act.

Determining the cost of energy

S. In setting the authority's rates, the commission

(a) must treat the heritage contract as if it were a legally binding agreement
between 2 arms-length parties,

(b) must detennine the energy required by the authority to meet its domestic
service obligations and must determine the cost to the authority of the portion of
that required energy that is in excess of the energy supplied under the heritage
contract,

(c) may employ any mechanism, formula or method referred to in section 60 (1)
(b.1) of the Utilities Commission Act, and

(d) unless a different mechanism, formula or method is employed under
paragraph (c), must ensure that electricity used by the authority to meet its
domestic service obligations is provided to customers on a cost-of-servicebasis.

Return on equity

6; In setting the authority's rates, the commission must allow the authority-an annual rate of
return on deemed equity calculated using forecast consolidated operating income, which
forecast consolidated operating income is calculated on the basis of forecast trade
income.

Deferral accounts

7. When regulating and setting rates for the authority, the commission:

(a) must allow the authority to establish one or more accounts to reflect and
record variances between

(i) the heritage paYment obligation and the authority's forecastofthe
heritage paYment obligation, and
(ii) the trade income and the authority's forecast of trade income,

(b) may allow the authority to establish one or more other deferral accounts for
other purposes, and

,..,'

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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(c) must set or regulate the authority's rates in such a way as to allow the deferral
accounts to be cleared from time to time and within a reasonable period of time.

Annual distributable surpluses allowed

8. When regulating and setting rates for the authority, the commission must ensure that
those rates allow the authority to allocate annual distributable surpluses in the manner
specified by the Lieutenant Governor in Council under section 4 of the Act or section 35
of the Hydro and Power Authority Act.

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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Appendix A to Heritage Special Direction No. BC2

Beritage Contract

WHEREAS on November 25, 2002, the Province of British Columbia released Energy for Our
Future, A Plan for B.C.·(the "Energy Plan");

AND WHEREAS the Energy Plan outlines certain policy actions designed to ensure British
Columbians have continued access to sufficient supplies of dependable low-cost electricity;

AND WHEREAS the Energy Plan provides in Policy Action #1 that a legislated heritage
contract will be created between BC Hydro's.generation line-of-business and BCHydro's
distribution line-of-business for an initial term of 10 years.

THEREFORE, BCH Distribution and BCH Generation (the "parties") agree as follows.

Def'mitions

1. In this Agreement:

"Act" means theBeHydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act;

"Agreement" means this Heritage Contract including Schedule A;

"Ancillary Service Requirements" means services necessary to deliver energy;

"BC Hydro" means theBritish Columbia Hydro and Power Authority;

"BCB Distribution" means BC Hydro's distribution line-of-business;

"BCB Generation" means BC Hydro's generation line-of-business;

"Commission" means the British Columbia Utilities Commission;

"heritage electricity" means the capacity, energy and ancillary services that BCH
Generation is required to supply to BCH Distribution under this Agreement;

"heritage energy" means

(a) subject to paragraph (b), 49 000 GW.h per year less the energy generated for
delivery und.erthe Skagit Valley Treaty, or

(b) the quantity of energy determined by the Commission under section 8 of this
Agreement to be heritage energy;

"heritage payment obligation" means

(a) subject to paragraph (b), the annual payment determined in accordance with
the procedure set out in Schedule A to this Agreement, or

F12/F14 RRA - Appendix C-2
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(b) the annual payment detemrlned by the Co~ssion under section 8 oftbis
Agreement to be the heritage payment obligation;

"heritage resources" means the Electric Facilities and Thermal Facilities described in
Schedule A to the Terms of Reference, together with

(a) the related civil works and plant, and

(b) potential future investments that increase the capacity, energy or ancillary
service capability of such facilities, including potential future units ~ and 6
at Mica and potential future units 5 and 6 at Revelstoke;

"Order" means an order of the Commission;

"Terms of Reference" means Schedule A, Terms of Reference, tp Order-in-Council No.
0253/2003;

"Transfer Pricing Agreement" means the Transfer Pricing Agreement for Electricity
and Gas dated April 1, 2003 between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. as amended from
time to time;

"Year" means fiscal year.

Electricity Supply

2. BCH Generation must provide the full capacity of the heritage resources to BCH
Distribution on a priority call basis.

Obligation to supply

3. BCH Generation must supply to BCH Distribution, in each Year, the heritage energy or
, such lesser amount of energy as may be required by BCH Distribution.

Obligation to deliver

4. BCH Generation will deliver the ·heritage energy to BCH Distribution at the various
points of interconnection of the generating stations included in the heritage resources
with the BC Hydro transmission grid or at points of interconnection with other utilities,
as appropriate.

Responsibility for obtaining transmission services

5. BCH Distribution will be responsible for obtaining transmission services for energy
provided to BCH Distribution.

i
I
i
!
1
iI j
I

I
I
I
!
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Ancillary services

6. The parties may ·use the capacity available to them under section 2 to deliver energy to
meet customer demand and to satisfy the parties' Ancillary Service Requirements,
regardless of whether provision for self-supply is made under any tariff.

Payment

7. BCH Distribution must, on or before the end of each Year, pay to BCH Generation an
amount equal to the heritage paY11?-entobligation.

Adjustment

8. The parties acknowledge that

(a) the Commission may, by Order, modify one or both of the definitions of
IIheritageenergy" and "heritage payment obligation" if the commission is satisfied
that a change in circumstances has permanently affected

(i) the capability of the heritage resources to provide one or both of
capacity and energy, or
(ii) the authority's cost of generating the heritage energy, and

(b) any such modification will automatically modify the heritage energy or the
heritage payment obligation, as the case may be, without further action by the
parties.

Information exchange and cooperation

9. Each party will continue to freely provide the other with any requested information to
facilitate the coordinated and optimal operation of the BC Hydro system.

Dispute resolution

10. (1) The parties will make reasonable efforts to resolve disputes arising in relation to this
Agreement at the stafflevel.

(2) As needed, issues may be dealt with by management levels within each party to
achieve timely resolution ..

(3) Issues that cannot be resolved in a timely manner at senior management levels, may
be referred by either party to the commission for resolution.

Term and termination

11. (I) This Agreement shall commence on April 1, 2004.
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(2) This Agreement may be terminated by government, with 5 years notice, any time
after April I, 2009 and if such notice is given, the Agreement shall terminate at the .endof
the 5-year notice period without any further action by the parties or the government.

Dated as of this .....•.... day of ,2004 .

•••••• t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It ••••••••••••••••• t ••••••••••••• ,.. • ••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It ••••• f" .t ••.• ft ••• t."

BCH Distribution

SCHEDULE A

BCH Generation

Heritage Payment Obligation

The heritage payment obligation for any Year is the amount detennined by

(a) adding those of the following costs incUlTedbyBCH Generation in the Year that the
Commission orders may be inCluded.in the heritage payment obligation:

(i) cost of energy such as the cost of water rentals and energy purchases,
including purchases of gas and electricity, required to supply heritage electricity;

(ii) operating costs such as the costs of operating and maintaining the heritage
resources, including an allocation of corporate costs;

(Hi) all costs of owning the heritage resources, including, without limitation,
depreciation, interest, finance charges and other asset related expenses;

(iv) all costs or payments related to generation-related transmission access
required by the heritage resources;

(v) the applicable return on equity on investments in heritage resources based on
Heritage Special Direction No. HC2 to the Commission under the authority of the
Act, and

(b) by subtracting from the sum obtained under paragraph (a), any revenues BCH
Generation receives from other services provided from the heritage resources, including,
without limitation,

(i) revenues related to Skagit Valley Treaty obligations,

(ii) re~enues from provision of ancillary services to the transmission operator in
respect of third party use of the transmission system, and

(iii) revenues from the sale of surplus hydro· electricity under section 5 of the
Transfer Pricing Agreement.
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Order in Council.No.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN, COUNCIL

o15 ,Approved and Ordered 'fEB - 2 2011

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria
On the recommendation or the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the

Executive Council. orders that Special Direction No.9 to the British Columbia Utilities Commission, B.C. Reg. 15712005.
is amended as follows.

1 Section 1is repealed ami the following substituted:

DeffnltJon
1 In this Special Direction, IrAct" means the Utilities Commission Act.

Z Sections 3 to 6are repealed and the joUowing substituted:

Government obJeCtive
2.1' (1) In deciding whether to issue to a public utility other than the authority a certificate in respect of an electricity

transmission project under ~ection 46 (3) of the Act, the commission must consider, in additil?11to the matters
referred to in section 46 (3.1) of the, Act, the government's objective of encouraging public utilities to
develop adequate electricity transmission infrasllUcture in the time required to serve persons who receive or
may receive service from the public utility.

(2) In deciding whether to issue to the authority a ceriificate in re$pect of an' electricity transmission. project
under section 46 (3) of the Act, the commission must consider and be guided by, in addition to the matters
referred to in section 46 (3:3) of the Act, tbe govemment's objective referred to in subsection (1) of this
section.

I
I
I

I I
f I
r I
r I
I
I
I
I
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(71Ilspm IS/Dr_mummv, PUrpDSfI D~/y lTfltl£r IlDl pliTt or/'" Order.)

Authority under:whic:1I Order f$made:

Act and section: Udlities CDnrminionAct, S.B.~. 1996, c. 473. $. 3

OIlier. ole 1107/2003

1anuary 14,2011
page 1of)
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SPECIAL DIRECTION NO.9 TO THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA UTILITmS COMMISSION

Defmitions

1. In this Speeial Direeti~:e: Special Direction.="Act" means the Utilities Commission Act.• , "
j. .•~ .' ~

",

"debt" means the mROtiflt obtained by aeamg :revohriH.g ben-owings, bonds, netes and
debentl.ia"es, and dedueting fr-om that sum the t-otal of related sinking ft.mcls, temporary
investm.ents aad repereliaGed debt;

"deemed eqaity" means, for any periott, the produet ebtaffied by multiplymg tlIe deemed equity
eompol1ent by the sum of the forecast deat aa.d the foreeaBt equity r01atiag to that period;

" "deemed equity eompSDent" means, fer the transmissiol1 eorporation's financial year
eammenemg !..prill, 2005, and for all subsequent nnmeiaJ. ~ars, 10.7%;

"designated agreemeu.ts" maaas the agreements designed by the Lieut-enaat Go~:emor in
Couneillilflder seetion 3 (1) of the TnID;smissiofl CSFfJoration ,A.•. et;

"equity" means the sum of share capital, cOBtributed surplus a:aa retained eanH:ngs;

"fel:"eeast debt", iR relation to the transmission corporation, means, for a period made up of one
or more yem's, the average ofthe ~ts that are foraeast to represent the a''0£8.ge of the
~smissi;oR eorporation's debt iR eaeh. ofilia menths oftliat period;

"fereeast e~U:itt',in relation to the tfaBsmissWn corporatioo, B'leaas for a period made up ef one
or more )~ars) the average ofilie amounts that ai'e f-oreeast te l'eflreseHt the average of the
transmission eorporation' IS equity in 00011 of the months of that period;

"Mastel' .A•..greemeBt" means the Master }~grClomOflt bet\.veen the authority and the transmission
oorporationdatedas ofNov~er 12,2~03; ,

"traasmissien eerperatioa" means Br,itish Columbia Traasmissiofl. Corporation;

"traasmission serviee" moons serviee pro~/ided in relation to the traasmissioo system as that,
term is defined in the TrfInsmissir:m CsrpfRatientJ Act.

Applications

2. This Special Direction is issued to the commission under section 3 of the Act.

Basis fer estahlishing trallSmissiuB. eel'peratian re''eBue requirements
- .

30- Ia regulating aad fixing rates for the'transmission eorporatioR, the 6mmnissioB m-uBt
ensure that tho~~J:Q.t<lS,alIa· .••.the tl'antIfliissiofi. eotpOfatiol3. te aonaet suflieieat 1'&':00'00 in
~fi~ci~~~ .
W enable the transmission corporation to pro'":ide reliable transmission servioe,
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W enable the transmission corporation to meet all of the transmission oOiJloration's
deet service, taJt and other nRaHeial obligations, aad

(e) generate fer the transmission eerporation an aImual rate ef return on.deemed
equity tJ:1.a.tis equal ta the mmual rate of retam that is allo-lVedby the eommissiEffi
on the autherity's equity as that tum is dlEacd is. Speeial Direction HC2.

New trfilsBHssiea system eapital iR.vestmeu.t

4: ' In the eKeFeise of its jurisdiction under section 15 (1) aBet 6.2) of the f•.ct as that
j'wisdietiaa relatGs to awlications br€R:lght, or ea.pital plans filed, by the transmission
corporation, including any applioatieas er eaphal plMls for wmoh the tr8i1Bmissioa
corporation is responsible for obtaining commission appr{)val ood,erparagraph 1.12 (a) of
the Master Agr.eement, the eommission may

fa) COBsidGr8fld take into aeC01.mt

@ The anticipated demand fer electricity Mld eleotrieity sern6e, inel1:lding
trrmsm-ission s,erviee, e'\."er a period eonsider-ed by the commission to be
i'eooaaa61e, inelading the merease iB that dem&HG. that may be created by,
or attributable to, the oonstrueti0fl and Ofleration ofpr-oposed transmission
equipment or a proposed transmission facility, 'and

~ The benefits, including the benefits relatod te enhaneed ooeess to, and
eKpaBsio1lo~ eleGtrieity markets, that the commission oonsiElers are
reasonably likely to resu.lt from any pr-oposed expeRElituies for anyone or
moreef

A: .studies in respect o~

B: designof;

G planning the acquisition or eonstmetion of,

I* GOBstmetiOR a~ and

&- operation of

tbe proposed trrmsmission equipment or facilities, and

~ det-ermiHe that ElJ(pendit:u1"es r-cf-erroo to in paragraph (a) eii) that are justified on '
the basis efthe future benefits to be derived from the proposed equipment or
facilities may be recovered in current rates.

IBt-erveBtioB by the trilBsmissioB eorp6Fati8B. OFthe authority iB. applkatiens

'-&-: Without limitiRg the ~A4et,when regulating the traaGmission corporaaoa and tho aathority,
the Elommissioa must allow the transmission eorpomtioR and the authority to participate
in pr-ooeedings of the eemmissio:n iR tho manner and to the extent pr-evided in the
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desigaated agreements iMIudiag, without limitation, to participate in hearings respceting .
any eTall of the f-ollowing:

W An awlieatioR f-or a eertifieate of pablie eORvenieflGe ead neeessity filed under
seetioR 45 (1) €lfilia ."..et;

W to. plan filed under seetiol'l.15 (6.1) of the .A•.et;

W ."•.rate sehed1.ile, or a.mei'i<iedr-ate sehedale, filed l:lii.Ger seetiea. el of the ."•.at.

Deferrill aee611Bts

~ ¥lhcn regulafulg the transmissiaa eorporation, the eommission

.W Mast aJ-Iow the traasml.ssioB. eorp€lranoll to establish the def-erral aeeoont or
aeeounts eontemplated bYPafagrapa 1.13 (f) €lfthe Master ..."•.greemeRt,

W M~y allow the transmission oorporation to es:Eablish ona or more ather deferral.
acco'll.ftts for other pmjJoses, and

(et M'liSt fix or regulate the tmnsmissieB eerporatioo.'s rates in such a w-ay as te aUo'..•.•.
the deferral aeCOU:11.t or aeeot'lats to sa eleared. Hem time te time anEl",vithif1 a
reasonable peneS. sHime.

Government obiective

Storage services must not be required

7. The commission must not, by tariff or otherwise, compel the authority to provide storage
services. .
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL

Order in Councilpopopopppppop 024 • Approved and Ordered FEB - 2 2011

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria
On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the

Executive Council, orders that the Water Regulation, B.C. Reg. 204/88, is amended as set out in the attached Appendix.

<;t.j1a fW.b~

Minister of Natural Resouroe Operations

(This part is for administrative purposes only and is not part of the Order.)

Authority underwbich Orde~ is made:

Act and section: WaterAct, R.S.BC. 199p, c. 483, ·s. 100

Other; orc 889/88

December 20,2010
page J of3
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APPENDIX

1 Sections 10 and 21 of the Water Regulation, B.C. Reg. 204188, are repealed and the
following substituted:

Annual adjustment for commercial and general power
purpose rental rates after 2010

21 (1) If a fee, rental rate or charge in Item 11.1 of Part 3 of Schedule A is indicated as
being adjusted. the rental due for the 2011 calendar year and for each subsequent
year must be computed using the calculation set out in Schedule B, with the result
rounded off to the nearest one tenth of a cent.

(2) The comptroller must publish annually .
(a) the annual percentage change, as defmed in section 1(1) of Schedule B. for

the previous calendar' year. and
(b) the resulting rental rates for the current year.

2 Item 11.1 of Part 3 of Schedule A is repealed and the following sub~tituted:

Item Columnl Column 2 Column 3
~rpose Annual Annual

Rental Rates Rental Rates
Year 2010 Year 2011

$ and each
subsequent year

11.1 POWER PURPOSE

(a) Commercial power use:

construction capacity, for each kilowatt 0.327 adjusted

authorized capacity, other than construction 2.047 adjusted
capacity, for each kilowatt

output, for each megawatt-hour 1.229 adjusted

minimum for.each licence 100.00 adjusted

(b) General power use:

construction capac~ty, for each kilowatt 0.409 adjusted

authorized capacity, other than construction 4.095 adjusted
capacity. for each kilowatt

output, for each megawatt-hour a year, up to a 1.229 adjusted
total of 160 000 megawatt-hours from all power
developments operated by the same licensee

page 2 of3
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Item Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Purpose Annual Annual

Rental Rates Rental Rates
Year 2010 Year 2011

S and each
subsequent year

output. for each additional megawatt-hour a 5.734 adjusted
y.ear exceeding 160000 megawatt-hours, up to
a total of 3000000 megawatt-hours

output, for each additional megawatt-hour a 6.896 adjusted
year exceeding 3 000 000 megawatt-hours

minimum for each licence 200.00 adjusted

3 Schedule B is repealed and the following substihtted:

SCBEDULEB

(secti~n"21)

ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT FOR RENTAL RATES UNDER "POWER PURPOSE" IN. .
SCHEDULE A

Calculation of commercial and general power purpose rental rates

1 (1) In this section:

"annual percentage change'? means the annual percentage change in the British
Columbia' consumer price index as published by Statistics Canada under the
authority of the Statistics Act (Canada);

"British Columbia consumer price index" means the annual average All-items
Consumer Price Index for British Columbia as published by Statistics Canada

. under the authority of the Statistics Act (Canada).

(2) Calculation of a rental rate indicated as being adjusted under the heading "Power
Purpose" in Item 11.1 of Part 3 of Schedule A J:llust be done by multiplying the
rental rate for the previous calendar year by (1 + the annual percentage change
for the previous calendar year) ..

page 3 of3
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I, .Steve Thomson, Minister of Energy, order that the attached Smar.t Meters and Smart Grid Regulation is made.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

REGULATION OF THE MfNISTER OF ENERGY

Clean Energy Act

Ministerial Order No. 361

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
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I

. Date
~t.(!. • ., I?- 0 1'0 ~~A~"-

Mlnfster 0/ Energy

(This pan islor adlRin;srrtll;ve pr/l"]llJSeSOll/Y and it 1101parI of/he Ortler.J

Authority under wbich Order Is made:

Act and section: Clean Energy Act, S.B.C. 2010, c. 22, $. 37 (g)

Other.

December2,2010

pDg~IofS

R 108912010/27
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SMART METERS AND SMART GRID REGULATION

Contents
I Definitions
2 Prescribed requirements for smart meters
J lnswlllllion of smart meters and related equipment
4 SmaTlgrid

Definitions
1 1n Ibis regulation:

"Act" means the Clean Energy Act;
"automation:-enabled device" means a device that. when instalIed on tbe authority's

electric system, is capable of being used by the authority, at a location remote
. from the device, to.control rhe ~ow of electric~ty:

"co.nnectivity inodeJ't means a computer model of the electric distribution system
identifying all of the fo.llowing:
(a) the Io.cations at which eligible premises are connected to the electric

·distribution system;
(b) the IDcatio.ns known to. the authority at which unmetered buildings,

structllreS or equipment are connected to. the electric disCrlbution system;
(c) the IDcations af

(i) distribution transfermers,
(ii) distributien c,ircuit canductors,
(iii) substations,
(iv) syslem devices, and
(v) switches.

that are within the electric distribution system:
(d) the locations of generators connected to 'the electric distribution system:
(e) the phase and direction of the electricity flowing tPrough the conduc~ors

referred to in paragraph (c):
Cf) whether or which of the distribution circuit conductors connected to

switches referred to in paragraph (c) 3rt energized; .
"electric distribution system" means the equipment af the .authority that is

energized at Jess than 60 kilovcrlts and is used by the authority to provide
electricity at less than 60 kilovoltsi

"electricity balance analysis" means an analysis of the electricily in a portion of the
electric distribution system, including an analysis of the ameunt of electricity
lhat
(li) is measured by lhe smart meters at all eligible premises supplied from that

portion,
(b) is measured by the system devices installed an that portion.
(c) is supplied from"thatportion to unmetered loads k~own to the authority, ~d

pllgc20fS
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(d) Is lost in that portion because of resistance or another cause known to the
authority~

f'eligible premisesJ1 means a building, stmcture or equipment of a customer of the
authority if the building, stnIcture or equipment is connected to the electric
distrlbut~on system and has an electricity meter;

"in-home feedback device" means a device that is capable of
(8) displaying

(i) a smart meter's measurements of electricity supplied' to an eligible
premises, and

(ii) the cost of the electricity measured by the smart meter, and
(b) transmitting information in digital fomi to and receiving information in

digital form from a smart meter with which the authority has established a
secure telecommunIcations link;

Cfsystem device" means a clevic,e, including a distribution system meter and a sensor,
that, when installed on the electric distribution system, 15 capable of
(a)' measuring and recording measurements of electricity as frequently as smart

meters,
(b) Iransmitting and receiving infonnation in digital lonn,
(c) measuring bi-directional flow of electricity, an,d .
(d) being'configured by the authority at a location either remote from or close

to the device.

Prescribed requirements for smart meters
2' For the purposes of the definition of "smart meter" in section 17 (1) of the Act, the

prescribed requirements for a meter are that it is capable of doing all of the following:
(a) measuring electricity supplied to an eligible premises;
(b) ~ransmitdng and receiving infonnation in digital fonn; .
(c) allowing the authority remotely to disconnect and reconnect the supply of

electricity to an eligible premises, unless
(i) the,point of metering for the eligible premises

(A) is greater than 240 volts.
@) is greater tflan 200 amperes, or
(e) is three phase, or

.(H) tile el~giblepre~ises
(A) has a bottom-connected meter,
(B) has an output or input pulse meter, or .
(e) has a meler that measures maximum electricity demand in

watts;.
(d) recording measurements of electricity, 'and recording the date and time of

the recording, at least as frequently as in 60-minute intervals;
(e) being configured by the authority at a location either remote from or close

to th~meter;

page 3 (lfS
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(f) measuring and recording measurements of electricity generated at tbe
premises and supplied to the electric distribution system:.

(g) transqlitting information to and' receiving information from an in-home
feedback device, unless the point of metering for the eJigib~epremises
meets any of the.criteria set out in paragraph (c) (1) or the eligible premises
me.ets any of the criteria set aurin paragraph (c) (ii}.

Installation of smart meters and related equipment
3 . (1) Subjec!to subsection (3), by the end of the 2012 calendar year, the authority must

ins~ijlland put into operation
(a) a smart meter for each eligible premises. and
(b) all of the following related equipment:

(i) cQmmunications infrastructure for transmitting information among
smart meters and'the computer hardware and software systems
described in subparagraph (Ii);

(ii) secure corilputer hardware and software systems that enable the
authority to do all of the follOWIng: . .
(A) mOl1itor, control and configure smart meters and the communi-

cations infrastructure referred to in subparagraph (i):

(B) store, validate. analyze and use the information measured by
and received from smart metersj

(C) provide, through the intel1let, to a person who receives
electricity from the authority secure access to information about
the persoll's electricity consumption and generation, if any,
measured by a smart meterj .

(D) establish a secure telecommunications link between in-home
feedback devices and smart meters that are compatible with
each other: .

(E) biII customers in accordance with rates that encourage lhe shift'
of the llse of electricity from periods of higher demand to
periods of lower demand:

(F) integrate the systems with the -authority's other business
systems. .

(2) The communications infrastructure referred to in subsection (1) (b) (i) must
include a telecommunications network that is capable of delivering two-way,
digital. and secure communication.

(3) If it is impracticable .because of distance, electromagnetic interference, physical
obstruction or other similar cause for the authority to establish a telecommunica-
tions link between the smart meler at an eligible premises and the computer
hardware and software sy;;tem referred to in subsection (1) (b) (iO, the authority
is norrequired to install or pllt into operation the communications infrasJrocturc
referred to in subseotion (1) (b) (i) for tbe purpose of establishing that telecom-
munications link.

page" of S
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(4) The authority must integrate the operation of smart meters and related eq~lipment
with the authority's other operations.

Smart grid
4 (1) The program required under section 17(4) oithe Act must be established by the

end of the 2015 calendar year and inclnde the following components:
(a) the establishment and operation of a connectivity model and the installation

and operation of .
(i) at least 9 000 but no more than 35 000 system devices, and
(ii) computet hardware and software systems .

to enable the authority to
(Ui) perform electricity balance analyses ror the electric distribution

system, and .
(iv) estimate the amount of elecfricity supplied from a portion of the

electric distribution system to unmetered loads that are not known to
the authority and to estimate the location of those loads;

(b) the acquisition of investigation devices and computer software to enable the
authority to identify the location of the unmetered loads referred to in
paragraph (a) (iv);

(c) the establishment and oper~tion of telecommunications networks that
(i) ha.ve sufficient speed and bandwidtb;and
(ii) enable tw<r.way, digital, and secure communication among system

devices, automation-eoabled devices and the systems and equipment
used by the' authority for monitoring and controlling its electric
system

to facilita.te
. (Ui) the operation ofilie authority's electric system,
(iv) the integration, on a large scale, of distributed generation Into the

electric distribution.system, and
(v) the provision-of electricity service that allows for tbe large~scale use

of electric vehicles by its customers.
(2) The authonty must integrate the operation of the smart grid with the authority's

otber operations.
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B.C. Reg. 319/2010, deposited November 5, 2010, pursuant to the CLEAN ENERGY ACl' [Section 37.(c)]. Ministerial Order
M314/2010, dated November 5, 2010.
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Vol. 53 No. 22 -- 319/2010

Copyright © 2010: Queen's Printer,
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Important Information (disclaimer and copyright information)

Volume 53, No. 22
B.C. Reg. 319/2010
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This is not the official version.

The British Columbia Gazette, Part II
November 16, 2010

I, Bill Bennett, Minister of Energy, order that the attached Authorization for Burrard Thermal Electricity Regulation is made.

- B. BENNETT, MintsterofEnergy.

AUTHORIZATION FOR BURRARD THERMAL ELECTRICITY REGULATION

Definition

1 In this regulation, "Act" means the Clean Energy Act.

Authorization

2 (1) The authority is authorized,

(a) for the purpose of section 3 (5) of the Act, to plan to rely on Burrard Thermal for no more than 900MW of capacity,

(b) for the purposeofsectioi16 (2) (d) of the Act, to rely on Burrard Thermal for no more than 900 MW of capacity, and

(c) for the purpose of section 13 (c) of the Act, to operate Burrard Thermal only when the authority is reasonably satisfied
that all of its other sources of electricity in British Columbia, including electricity provided to the authority from a third
party by agreement, are or will be, in aggregate, unable to provide the authority with sufficient megawatts of capacity to
meet the electricity needs of the authority's customers,

until all of the following projects are completed and the resulting facilities are providing service as set out in subsection (2):

(d) Mica Units 5 and 6, a project to install two additional turbines and related works and equipment at Mica;

(e) the Interior to Lower Mainland Transmission Project, a project to construct a transmission line between Nicola substation
and Meridian substation as described in the commission's Order C-4-08, dated August 5, 2008, issued under sections 45 and
46 of the Utilities Commission Act;

(t) the project at Meridian substation to build a third 500-230 kV transformer and related works and equipment.

(2) A facility resulting from a project described in subsection (I) (d) to (f) is providing service if

(a) the authority has obtained all permits, certificates, licences and approvals required to complete the project, and

(b) the facility is in regular operation.
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Volume 53, No. 22
B.C. Reg. 315/2010
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This is not the official version.

The British Columbia Gazette, Part II
November 16, 2010

B.C. Reg. 315/2010, deposited November 4, 2010, pursuant to the CLEAN ENERGY ACT [Section 35]. Order in Council 694/2010,
approved and ordered November 4, 201 O.

On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor, by and with the advice and consent ofthe Executive Council,
orders that the following regulation is made.

ELEcrRICITY SELF-SUFFICIENCY REGULATION

Definitions

1 In this regulation:

"Act" means the Clean Energy Act;

"critical water conditions" means the most adverse sequence of stream flows occurring within the historical record.

Prescribed forecasts

2 The forecasts of the authority's energy requirements and peak load prescribed for the purposes of tbe definition of "electricity supply
obligations" in section 6 (I) oftbe Act are the authority's mid-level forecasts. .

Critical water conditions

3 The water conditions prescribed for tbe purposes of the definition of "heritage energy capability" in section 6 (I) of the Act are
critical water conditions.

_ B. BENNETI, Minister of Energy; B. PENNER. Presiding Member of the Executive Council.
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Home> Documents and Proceedings> 3rd Session, 39th Parliament> Bills> Bill 13 - 2011: Miscellaneous 
Statutes Amendment Act (No.2), 2011 

2011 Legislative Session: 3rd Session, 39th Parliament 
THIRD READING 

The following electronic version is for informational purposes only. 
The printed version remains the official version. 

Certified correct as passed Third Reading on the 2nd day of June, 2011 
Ian D. Izard, Q.C., Law Clerk 

BILL 13 - 2011 

HONOURABLE BARRY PENNER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

MISCELLANEOUS STATUTES AMENDMENT ACT (No.2), 2011 

HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of the 

Province of British Columbia, enacts as follows: 

PART 1 - AGRICULTURE AMENDMENTS 

Milk Industry Act 

1 Section 1 of the Milk Industry Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 289, is amended 

(a) by repealing the definitions of "cattle" and "raw milk", 

(b) by adding the following definitions: 

"bulk tank milk grader" means a person who holds a bulk tank milk 

grader licence issued under section 12; 

"dairy animal" means 

(a) a cow, 

(b) a goat, 

(c) a sheep, 

(d) a water buffalo, or 

(e) any prescribed animal;, 

(c) in the definition of "dairy farm" by striking out "cattle" and 
substituting "dairy animals'~ 

Amended F12/F14 RRA - New Appendix C-8
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necessary under that section 

(a) if custody of the child was transferred to a person other 

than a parent of the child under section 54.01 (5) of the Child, 

Family and Community Service Act, or 

(b) if 

(i) the parent's guardianship powers, rights and duties 

with respect to the child were terminated by a continuing 

custody order under the Child, Family and Community 

Service Act, and 

(ii) another person has custody of the child under section 
54.1 of the Child, Family and Community Service Act. 

30 Section 35 (5) is amended by striking out "section 54.2 (3)" and 
substituting "section 54.2 (2.1) or (3)". 

PART 4 - ENERGY AND MINES AMENDMENTS 

Clean Energy Act 

31 Section 3 (6) (a) of the Clean Energy Act, S.B.C. 2010, c. 22, is amended 
by striking out "18 months" and substituting "30 months". 

Special Accounts Appropriation and Control Act 

32 Section 9.3 (3) of the Special Accounts Appropriation and Control Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 436, is amended 

(a) by striking out "for purposes related to" and substituting "for purposes 

related to any of the following:", and 

(b) by repealing paragraphs (a) and (b) and substituting the following: 

(a) innovation in the provision of affordable, social or 

supportive housing; 

(b) innovation in housing development or management; 

(c) acquisition, development or operation of affordable, social 

or supportive housing. 

PART 5 - ENVIRONMENT AMENDMENTS 

Protected Areas of British Columbia Act 
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL 

Order in Council No. 035 , Approved and Ordered FEB - 2 2012 

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria 

On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor. by and with tbe advice and consent of the 
Executive Council. orders that Special Direction No.1 0 to the British Columbia Utilities Commission, B.C. Reg. 24512007, 
is amended as set out in the attached schedule. 

(This par' is for adminislraJive purposes only and is no/ parr o/lhe Orr/er.) 

Authority under which Order is made: 

Act and section: Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C.- 1996. c. 473, s, 3 

Other: Ole 50812007 
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SCHEDULE 

1 Section 1 oj Special Direction No. 10 to the British Columbia Utilities Commission, 
B.C. Reg. 24512007, is amended 

(a) in subsection (1) by repealing the definition oj "critical water conditions" and 
substituting rhe Jolla wing: 

"average water conditions" means the average stream flows occurring within the 
authority's historical record;, 

(It) in subsection (1) in Ihe definition oj "finn energy capability" by striking out 
"critical water conditions" and substituting "average water conditions". and 

(c) in subsection (2) by striking out "2006" and substituting "2011" and by striking 
out "42 600" and substituting "48 200". 

2 Section 3 is amended 

(a) by striking out "fixing rates" and substituting I/setting rates", 

(b) in paragraph (a) by striking out ((section 45" and substituting "section 46", and 

(c) by repealing paragraphs (b) and (e). 

3 The following section is added: 

Interim planning criteria 

6 (1) In deciding whether to issue a certificate to the authority under section 46 of the 
Act for the Ruskin Dam and Powerhouse Upgrade Project, the commission must 
assume that the authority requires, in order to meet its electricity supply 
obligations, the 334 gigawatt hours per year of firm energy and 114 megawatts of 
dependable capacity that the. project is capable of delivering by 2018 and 
continuing to deliver over the expected life of the project. 

(2) In deciding whether to issue a certificate to the authority under section 46 of the 
Act for the John Hart Generating Station Repll;cement Project, the commission 
must assume Ihat the authority requires, in order to meet its electricity supply 
obligations, the 806 gigawatt hours per year of finn energy and 128 megawatts 
of dependabJecapacity that the project is capable of delivering by 2018 and 
continuing to deliver over the expected life of the project. 

(3) In determining under section 71 of the Act whether the authority's energy supply 
contract in respect of the Tonifex Mackenzie Power Project is in the public 
interest, the commission must assume that the authority requires, by 2013, in 
order to meet its electricity supply obligations, the 200 gigawatt hours per year 
of finn energy that would be provided under the contract. 

page Z of] 
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(4) In considering under section 44.2 (3) of the Act whether to accept or reject all or 
part of the authority's expenditure schedule relating to proposed expenditures on 
demand-side measures for the authority's 2012 and 2013 fiscal years, the 
commission, despite sections 44.2 (3) (a) and (5.1) of the Act, mllst accept an 
e:o>penditure respecting a demand-side measure if 

(a) the demand-side measure is cost-effective in accordance with the Demand
Side Measures Regulation. and 

(b) the expenditure has not been shown to the satisfaction of the commission to 
be unreasonable for achieving the reductions in demand attributable to the 
demand-side measure. 

(5) In setting rates for the authority, the commission must ensure that those rates 
allow the authority to collect sufficient revenue in each fiscal year to enable the 
authority to recover costs incurred in carrying out demand-side measures 
accepted under subsection (4}. 
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Utilities Commission Act 

SPECIAL DIRECTION NO. 10 TO THE  
BRITISH COLUMBIA UTILITIES COMMISSION  

[unofficial consolidation including amendments up to February 2, 2012] 

Definitions and interpretation 

1 (1) In this Special Direction: 

"Act" means the Utilities Commission Act;  

"assets" means the generation and storage assets set out in the 
Schedule to the BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage 
Contract Act;  

“average water conditions” means the average stream flows 
occurring within the authority’s historical record; 

"biomass contract" means an energy supply contract entered 
into by the authority and a proponent of a project selected by the 
authority as a result of the call for power;  

"call for power" means the process to acquire electricity solely 
from wood biomass being conducted by the authority on the date 
this Special Direction comes into force;  

"electricity supply obligations" means  

(a) electricity supply obligations for which rates are filed 
with the commission under section 61 of the Act, and 

(b) any other electricity supply obligations that exist at 
the time this Special Direction comes into force 

determined by using the authority's mid-level forecasts of its 
energy requirements and peak load, taking into account 
demand-side management initiatives, that are accepted by 
the commission from time to time;  

Amended F12/F14 RRA - New Appendix C-9
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"firm energy capability" means the maximum amount of annual 
energy that a hydroelectric system can produce under average 
water conditions;  

"integrated area" means the geographic areas in the Province, 
other than the non-integrated areas, in which the authority 
serves customers under its schedules of rates filed with the 
commission from time to time;  

"non-integrated area" means Anahim Lake, Atlin, Bella Bella, 
Bella Coola, Dease Lake, Eddontenajon, Haida Gwaii and 
Telegraph Creek District;  

"wood biomass" means  

(a) wood residue within the meaning of the Forest Act,  

(b) wood debris from logging, construction or demolition 
operations, 

(c) organic residues from pulp and paper production 
processes, and 

(d) timber, within the meaning of the Forest Act, infested 
by the mountain pine beetle.  

(2) The definition of "firm energy capability" in subsection (1) must be 
interpreted for the purposes of this Special Direction so as to be 
consistent with the fact that, in 2011, the authority's firm energy 
capability was 48 200 gigawatt hours.  

Application  

2 This Special Direction is issued to the commission under section 3 of the 

Act.  

Self-sufficiency  

3 Subject to section 5 (2) (a), in regulating, and setting rates for, the 

authority, including, without limitation,  

Amended F12/F14 RRA - New Appendix C-9
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(a) considering an application made by the authority for a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity under 
section 46 of the Act,  

(b) [Repealed]  

(c) considering an energy supply contract under section 
71 of the Act, 

the commission must use the criterion that the authority is to achieve 
energy and capacity self-sufficiency by becoming capable of  

(d) meeting, by 2016 and each year thereafter, the 
electricity supply obligations,  

(e) [Repealed] 

solely from electricity generating facilities within the Province, 
assuming no more in each year than the firm energy capability from 
the assets that are hydroelectric facilities.  

Biomass contracts  

4 In considering a biomass contract under section 71 (2) of the Act, the 

commission may not find that a biomass contract is not in the public 
interest solely by reason of the factor described in section 71 (2) (d) of 
the Act and must be primarily guided by the following factors, which 
are of material value to the authority's ratepayers:  

(a) the acquisition of energy by the authority under a 
biomass contract will reduce the risk to the authority of 
future costs associated with the production of gasses that 
contribute to global climate change;  

(b) energy acquired by the authority under a biomass 
contract will contribute to diversification of the authority's 
electricity supply portfolio;  

(c) a biomass contract will assist the authority to meet its 
requirements for electrical capacity. 
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Rates  

5 (1) In setting rates for the authority, the commission must ensure that 

the authority's rates and classes of service available to customers in 
the non-integrated area, including rates available to customers whose 
electricity demand is or is likely to be in excess of 45 kV.A, are 
available to customers who receive electricity service under section 2 
of the Remote Communities Regulation.  

(2) In setting rates for the authority, the commission must ensure that 
those rates allow the authority to collect sufficient revenue in each 
fiscal year to enable the authority to  

(a) achieve energy and capacity self-sufficiency as 
described in section 3 of this Special Direction, 

(b) recover costs incurred as a result of the call for 
power, including costs incurred in purchasing electricity 
under a biomass contract, and  

(c) recover costs related to the provision of electricity 
service under section 2 of the Remote Communities 
Regulation. 

Interim Planning Criteria 

6 (1) In deciding whether to issue a certificate to the authority under 
section 46 of the Act for the Ruskin Dam and Powerhouse Upgrade 
Project, the commission must assume that the authority requires, in 
order to meet its electricity supply obligations, the 334 gigawatt hours 
per year of firm energy and 114 megawatts of dependable capacity 
that the project is capable of delivering by 2018 and continuing to 
deliver over the expected life of the project. 

(2) In deciding whether to issue a certificate to the authority under 
section 46 of the Act for the John Hart Generating Station Replacement 
Project, the commission must assume that the authority requires, in 
order to meet its electricity supply obligations, the 806 gigawatt hours 
per year of firm energy and 128 megawatts of dependable capacity 
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that the project is capable of delivering by 2018 and continuing to 
deliver over the expected life of the project. 

(3) In determining under section 71 of the Act whether the authority’s 
energy supply contract in respect of the Conifex Mackenzie Power 
Project is in the public interest, the commission must assume that the 
authority requires, by 2013, in order to meet its electricity supply 
obligations, the 200 gigawatt hours per year of firm energy that would 
be provided under the contract. 

(4) In considering under section 44.2(3) of the Act whether to accept 
or reject all or part of the authority’s expenditure schedule relating to 
proposed expenditures on demand-side measures for the authority’s 
2012 and 2013 fiscal years, the commission, despite sections 
44.2(3)(a) and (5.1) of the Act, must accept an expenditure respecting 
a demand-side measure if 

(a) the demand-side measure is cost-effective in 
accordance with the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, 
and 

(b) the expenditure has not been shown to the 
satisfaction of the commission to be unreasonable for 
achieving the reductions in demand attributable to the 
demand-side measure. 

(5) In setting rates for the authority, the commission must ensure that 
those rates allow the authority to collect sufficient revenue in each 
fiscal year to enable the authority to recover costs incurred in carrying 
out demand-side measures accepted under subsection (4). 
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Utilities	Commission	Act	

SPECIAL	DIRECTION	NO.	10	TO	THE		
BRITISH	COLUMBIA	UTILITIES	COMMISSION		

[unofficial	consolidation	including	amendments	up	to	February	2,	2012]	

Definitions	and	interpretation		

1	(1)	In	this	Special	Direction:		

"Act"	means	the	Utilities	Commission	Act;		

"assets"	means	the	generation	and	storage	assets	set	out	in	the	Schedule	to	the	

BC	Hydro	Public	Power	Legacy	and	Heritage	Contract	Act;		

“average	water	conditions”	means	the	average	stream	flows	occurring	within	

the	authority’s	historical	record;	

"biomass	contract"	means	an	energy	supply	contract	entered	into	by	the	

authority	and	a	proponent	of	a	project	selected	by	the	authority	as	a	result	of	

the	call	for	power;		

"call	for	power"	means	the	process	to	acquire	electricity	solely	from	wood	

biomass	being	conducted	by	the	authority	on	the	date	this	Special	Direction	

comes	into	force;		

"critical	water	conditions"	means	the	most	adverse	sequence	of	stream	flows	

occurring	within	the	historical	record;		

"electricity	supply	obligations"	means		

(a)	electricity	supply	obligations	for	which	rates	are	filed	with	the	

commission	under	section	61	of	the	Act,	and	

(b)	any	other	electricity	supply	obligations	that	exist	at	the	time	this	

Special	Direction	comes	into	force	

determined	by	using	the	authority's	mid‐level	forecasts	of	its	energy	

requirements	and	peak	load,	taking	into	account	demand‐side	

management	initiatives,	that	are	accepted	by	the	commission	from	time	to	

time;		
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"firm	energy	capability"	means	the	maximum	amount	of	annual	energy	that	a	

hydroelectric	system	can	produce	under	criticalaverage	water	conditions;		

"integrated	area"	means	the	geographic	areas	in	the	Province,	other	than	the	

non‐integrated	areas,	in	which	the	authority	serves	customers	under	its	

schedules	of	rates	filed	with	the	commission	from	time	to	time;		

"non‐integrated	area"	means	Anahim	Lake,	Atlin,	Bella	Bella,	Bella	Coola,	

Dease	Lake,	Eddontenajon,	Haida	Gwaii	and	Telegraph	Creek	District;		

"wood	biomass"	means		

(a)	wood	residue	within	the	meaning	of	the	Forest	Act,		

(b)	wood	debris	from	logging,	construction	or	demolition	operations,	

(c)	organic	residues	from	pulp	and	paper	production	processes,	and	

(d)	timber,	within	the	meaning	of	the	Forest	Act,	infested	by	the	

mountain	pine	beetle.		

(2)	The	definition	of	"firm	energy	capability"	in	subsection	(1)	must	be	interpreted	

for	the	purposes	of	this	Special	Direction	so	as	to	be	consistent	with	the	fact	that,	in	

2006,2011,	the	authority's	firm	energy	capability	was	42	60048	200	gigawatt	hours.		

Application		

2	This	Special	Direction	is	issued	to	the	commission	under	section	3	of	the	Act.		

Self‐sufficiency		

3	Subject	to	section	5	(2)	(a),	in	regulating,	and	fixingsetting	rates	for,	the	authority,	
including,	without	limitation,		

(a)	considering	an	application	made	by	the	authority	for	a	certificate	

of	public	convenience	and	necessity	under	section	4546	of	the	Act,		

(b)	doing	anything	referred	to	in	section	45	(6.2)	(a),	(b)	or	(c)	of	the	

Act	with	respect	to	a	plan	filed	by	the	authority	under	section	45	

(6.1)	of	the	Act,	and	[Repealed]		

(c)	considering	an	energy	supply	contract	under	section	71	of	the	

Act,	
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the	commission	must	use	the	criterion	that	the	authority	is	to	achieve	energy	and	

capacity	self‐sufficiency	by	becoming	capable	of		

(d)	meeting,	by	2016	and	each	year	thereafter,	the	electricity	supply	

obligations,	and	

(e)	exceeding,	as	soon	as	practicable	but	no	later	than	2026,	the	

electricity	supply	obligations	by	at	least	3	000	gigawatt	hours	per	

year	and	by	the	capacity	required	to	integrate	that	energy	in	the	

most	cost‐effective	manner	[Repealed]	

solely	from	electricity	generating	facilities	within	the	Province,	assuming	no	more	in	

each	year	than	the	firm	energy	capability	from	the	assets	that	are	hydroelectric	

facilities.		

Biomass	contracts		

4	In	considering	a	biomass	contract	under	section	71	(2)	of	the	Act,	the	commission	
may	not	find	that	a	biomass	contract	is	not	in	the	public	interest	solely	by	reason	of	

the	factor	described	in	section	71	(2)	(d)	of	the	Act	and	must	be	primarily	guided	by	

the	following	factors,	which	are	of	material	value	to	the	authority's	ratepayers:		

(a)	the	acquisition	of	energy	by	the	authority	under	a	biomass	

contract	will	reduce	the	risk	to	the	authority	of	future	costs	

associated	with	the	production	of	gasses	that	contribute	to	global	

climate	change;		

(b)	energy	acquired	by	the	authority	under	a	biomass	contract	will	

contribute	to	diversification	of	the	authority's	electricity	supply	

portfolio;		

(c)	a	biomass	contract	will	assist	the	authority	to	meet	its	

requirements	for	electrical	capacity.	

Rates		

5	(1)	In	setting	rates	for	the	authority,	the	commission	must	ensure	that	the	authority's	
rates	and	classes	of	service	available	to	customers	in	the	non‐integrated	area,	

including	rates	available	to	customers	whose	electricity	demand	is	or	is	likely	to	be	

in	excess	of	45	kV.A,	are	available	to	customers	who	receive	electricity	service	under	

section	2	of	the	Remote	Communities	Regulation.		
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(2)	In	setting	rates	for	the	authority,	the	commission	must	ensure	that	those	rates	

allow	the	authority	to	collect	sufficient	revenue	in	each	fiscal	year	to	enable	the	

authority	to		

(a)	achieve	energy	and	capacity	self‐sufficiency	as	described	in	

section	3	of	this	Special	Direction,	

(b)	recover	costs	incurred	as	a	result	of	the	call	for	power,	including	

costs	incurred	in	purchasing	electricity	under	a	biomass	contract,	

and		

(c)	recover	costs	related	to	the	provision	of	electricity	service	under	

section	2	of	the	Remote	Communities	Regulation.	

Interim	Planning	Criteria	

6	(1)	In	deciding	whether	to	issue	a	certificate	to	the	authority	under	section	46	of	the	

Act	for	the	Ruskin	Dam	and	Powerhouse	Upgrade	Project,	the	commission	must	

assume	that	the	authority	requires,	in	order	to	meet	its	electricity	supply	obligations,	

the	334	gigawatt	hours	per	year	of	firm	energy	and	114	megawatts	of	dependable	

capacity	that	the	project	is	capable	of	delivering	by	2018	and	continuing	to	deliver	

over	the	expected	life	of	the	project.	

(2)	In	deciding	whether	to	issue	a	certificate	to	the	authority	under	section	46	of	the	

Act	for	the	John	Hart	Generating	Station	Replacement	Project,	the	commission	must	

assume	that	the	authority	requires,	in	order	to	meet	its	electricity	supply	obligations,	

the	806	gigawatt	hours	per	year	of	firm	energy	and	128	megawatts	of	dependable	

capacity	that	the	project	is	capable	of	delivering	by	2018	and	continuing	to	deliver	

over	the	expected	life	of	the	project.	

(3)	In	determining	under	section	71	of	the	Act	whether	the	authority’s	energy	supply	

contract	in	respect	of	the	Conifex	Mackenzie	Power	Project	is	in	the	public	interest,	

the	commission	must	assume	that	the	authority	requires,	by	2013,	in	order	to	meet	

its	electricity	supply	obligations,	the	200	gigawatt	hours	per	year	of	firm	energy	that	

would	be	provided	under	the	contract.	

(4)	In	considering	under	section	44.2(3)	of	the	Act	whether	to	accept	or	reject	all	or	

part	of	the	authority’s	expenditure	schedule	relating	to	proposed	expenditures	on	

demand‐side	measures	for	the	authority’s	2012	and	2013	fiscal	years,	the	
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commission,	despite	sections	44.2(3)(a)	and	(5.1)	of	the	Act,	must	accept	an	

expenditure	respecting	a	demand‐side	measure	if	

(a)	the	demand‐side	measure	is	cost‐effective	in	accordance	with	the	

Demand‐Side	Measures	Regulation,	and	

(b)	the	expenditure	has	not	been	shown	to	the	satisfaction	of	the	

commission	to	be	unreasonable	for	achieving	the	reductions	in	

demand	attributable	to	the	demand‐side	measure.	

(5)	In	setting	rates	for	the	authority,	the	commission	must	ensure	that	those	rates	

allow	the	authority	to	collect	sufficient	revenue	in	each	fiscal	year	to	enable	the	

authority	to	recover	costs	incurred	in	carrying	out	demand‐side	measures	accepted	

under	subsection	(4).	
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL 

Order in Council No. 036 , Approved and Ordered FEB - 2 2012 

Lieutenant Governor 

Executive Council Chambers, Victoria 

On the recommendation of the undersigned. the Lieutenant Governor. by and with Ihe advice and consent of the 
Executive Council, orders that the Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation. B.C. Reg. 315/2010, is amended 

(!l) ill sectioll 1 by repealillg tile defillition of "critical water conditions" ami substitrltillg tile following: 

"avel'age water conditions" means the average stream flows occurring within the authodty's historical record;, 

(b) ill sectioll 3 by strikillg out "critical water conditions" alld substituting "average water conditions". 

Minister of Energy and Mines and 
Minister Responsible for Housing 

(This parI i. for ",flllinjf/r,,'i.·. p"'pose. ollly (11"/ is 110/ parI olille Ortler.) 

Authority under which Order is made: 

Act and seclion; Clean Energy Act, S.B.C. 2010, c. 22, s. 35 

Other: OlC 694/2010 

November 23. 20 II 
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Clean Energy Act 

Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation 

[unofficial consolidation including amendments up to February 12, 2012] 

Definitions  

1 In this regulation:  

"Act" means the Clean Energy Act;  

"average water conditions" means the average stream flows 
occurring within the historical record.  

Prescribed forecasts  

2 The forecasts of the authority's energy requirements and peak load prescribed for 
the purposes of the definition of "electricity supply obligations" in section 6 (1) of 
the Act are the authority’s mid-level forecasts.  

Critical water conditions  

3 The water conditions prescribed for the purposes of the definition of "heritage 
energy capability" in section 6 (1) of the Act are average water conditions.  
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Clean Energy Act 

Electricity Self-Sufficiency Regulation 

[unofficial consolidation including amendments up to February 12, 2012] 

Definitions  

1 In this regulation:  

"Act" means the Clean Energy Act;  

"criticalaverage water conditions" means the most adverse sequence 

ofaverage stream flows occurring within the historical record.  

Prescribed forecasts  

2 The forecasts of the authority's energy requirements and peak load prescribed for the 

purposes of the definition of "electricity supply obligations" in section 6 (1) of the Act are the 

authority’s mid-level forecasts.  

Critical water conditions  

3 The water conditions prescribed for the purposes of the definition of "heritage energy 

capability" in section 6 (1) of the Act are criticalaverage water conditions.  
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PROVINCE OF BRiTISH COLUMBIA 

REGULATION OF THE MINISTER OF 
ENERGY AND MfNES AND MINISTER 

RESPONSIBLE FOR HOUSING 

Utilities Commission Act 

Ministerial Order No. M 335 
r, Rich Coleman. Minister of Energy and Mines and Minster Responsible for Housing, order that the Demand·Slde 

Measures Regulafion, B.C, Reg. 32612008, is amended as set out in the attached schedule. 

m::e - 82011 

Date 

DEPOSlTED 

DEC 8 Z011 

S.c. REG. c.:a;z Bj,:<O/1 

.~. 
Minister of Energy and Mines and 
Mlnls{er Responsible for Housing 

aMs pOll is {oralfmillisrtal()'e PIJTpDseHn['I~M i> I/ot pari pjtlr. OrJtr.) 

Authority underwhfeh Orael' is n1Qdel 

Act and section: Urllilles Commission Act. R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 413, s. 125.1 (4) (c) -

.Olher: M27112008 

Nm'e,mber to, "2011 , RJ6561201I127 
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1 

SCHEDULE 

Section 1 of/he Demaml-Sidq Measures Rqgu/atioll, H,C. Reg. 32612008, is am elided 

(a) hy addltlg ffte/()Iluwillg dejiflitlrm: 

"clean or'renewable }'¢Source" has (he same meaning as ill the Cluot! Energy Acf; 

(b) by repealing flIe dejillllfoll of'lenergy device", 

(c) by repealing the dejlnitfon of Ilenergy efficiency h'alning" and substitutillg the 
following: . 

Ilenergy effieiency 1raining" means training. for persons who 
(Il) manufacture, sell or install energy-efficient products or products that 

conserve energy, 
(b) design, construct or pct as a feaf estate broker with respect fo energy-

efficient buildings, 
(e) manage energy systems, 
(d) conduct ClIlergy efficiency and conservation audits, 
(e) on behalf of all organizatLOJl, manage or advise with respect to the conser

vation 01' efficient Usc of energy in the organIzation's facilities, or 
(t) in an organization, educate olher persons about the benefits of energy 

efficiency and conservation;, 

(d) by repealing paragraphs (n) and (d) ;', tfle dejilli(101l of Ifregulnte(J item" alld 
substituting Ihejolloll'illg: 

(a) a prodUct or system that uses ertergy Of contro[~ or affects the use of energy, 
(e) a building site design or building sile selection plan. or , 
(f) a community design;, 

(e) ill tlie ,definition of "specified demand-side menSul'e" by addillg the following 
paragraph: 

(c) fittancial or other resources provided 
(i) to a standards-making body to support Ihe development of standards 

respecting energy conservation or the efficient uSe of energy. or 
(H) to a government or regulalory body to support [be development of or 

compliance with a specified standard or a measure respectlng energy· 
conservation or the efficient use of energy in the PI'ovince; J 

(j) by addiltg the follow/tlg dejiflilifm: 

'Ispeclfied proposal" ffiellns 

(a) II propol)at respecting an amendment to the reg\llRltOn referred to in 
paragraph (a) of thy definition of "specified standard", jf the proposal is 
published by the mini,stet responsible: for the Energy EjficieIU:Y Act llnd 
specifically refers 10 Ihi!; regulation; 
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2 

(b) a proposal respecting on amendment to Ihe regulations referred to in 
paragraph (b) of Ihe definition oJ "specified standard", If Ihe. proposed 
amendment is published in the Canada Gazette; 

(c) a proposal respecting an amendment to a standard referred to in 
paragraph (0) of the definition of "specified standard", if the proposal is 
published by the government and specifically refers to this regulation; 

(d) II proposal respecting 
(i) a new bylaw, or 

(ii) an amendment to a bylaw 
referred to in paragraph Cd} of lhe definition of ccspecif\ed standard", jf Ihe 
proposal has been given first rellding by the council of the local authority; . 

(e) a proposal respecting 
(i) a new Jaw, or 

(Ii) an amendment to a law 
referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition of "specified standard", if the 
proposal has been pubJlshed by the governing body referred to in that 
paragraph; } 

(g) ill Ille definition oJ'fspecified standard" by addillg the foJ1ow{lIgpamgraphs: 
(d) a bylaw of a JocllI alll}lodty, jf the standard promotes energy conservation 

or the efficient usc of energy in !h~ Province, 
(e) a law passed by II governing body of a first nation, if the standard promotes 

energy conservation Dr the efficient use of energy in !he Province;, alld 

(11) ill pumgraplJ (a) of the defillitioll of "technology innovation program" by 
(lading 1(, use or support Ihe increased use of" affer "to develop". 

Sect/Oft 4 is amel/(J.ea 

M lit subsection (1) by strikillg out "Subject to subsections (4) and (5)" ami 
substitutillg, uSubJeot to sllbsections (1.5), (4) and (5)'~ 

(h) by addillg the/ollowillg sll{}sectio"!1: 

(1.1) The commission must make determinations of cosleffectiveness by applying the 
total .resource co~t tcst as follows and in Ih~ order set out; 

(a) subject to subsecfions (1.2) and (1.3), the avoided natural gas cost •. if any, 
respecting a demand-side measure, in addition 10 the avoided capacity cosl, 
is the amount that Ihe commission is satisfied represents the authority's 
long-nUl marginal cost of acquiring electricity generated from clean or 
renewable resources in British Columbia, multiplied by 0.5; - . 

(b) subject to subsection (1,3), the avoided electricity cost, if any, respecUng a 
demand-sid~ measure, in addition to the ayolded capacity cost, is 

(1) in the case of II demand-side measure of FortisBC Inc., an amount 
that the commission is satisfied repre~ents ForcisBC Inc.'s long-run 
marginal cost ·of acquiring electricity generated from clean or 
renewable resources in British Columbia, and 
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(U) in tbe case of (\ demand~side measure not referred to ill 
subparagmph (i), an amount Ihat Ihe commission Is satisfied 
represents the authority's long-run marginal cost of acquiring 
eJectricity generated from clean or renewable resources in British 
Columbia; 

(c) with respect to a demand-side measure not referred to in section 3 (a). do 
the following: 

(i) increase the benefits of the demand-side measure by an amount that 
does not exceed an Rmount proposed by the public utility for this 
purpose. if the commissIon is satisfied tbat the amount represents toe 
participant or utility non-energy benefits of the demand-side 
measure; 

(ii) if the benefits of a demand-side measure have not been increased 
under subparagraph (i) or if Ihe benefits of the expenditure porlfolio 
of which the demand-side measure is a part has not been increased 
by 15% or more as a result of an increase under sllbparagraph (i). 
inctease the benefit of the demand-~ide measure by an ~mount (hat 
(A) increases by 15% the benefits of the expendltllre portfolio of 

which Ole demand-side measure is 1\ part, and 
(B) is equal to the Increilse made under this subparagraph for 1111 the 

other demand-sidf,) measures that are part of the expenditure ~ 
porffollo. 

(J .2) Subs.ection (U) (a) does not apply to a demand-side measllre that red\lces the use 
of natural gas bUI does not reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with Ihat 
\lse of na~ural gas. 

(1.3) Subsection (L1) (a) and (b) does not apply 10 n demand-side measure that 
encourages a switch flOm the use of oil or propane to Ihe use of natural gas Q~ 
electricity such tbat the switch would decrease greenhouse gas emissions in . 
British Columbia. 

(1.4) In considering a demand-side measurethnt. In &0 commission's opinion. will 
increase the use of II regulated item with respect to which there is either 

(a) a specified standard Ihat has not yet commenced. or 
(b) a specIfied propos!!I, 

Ihe commission, after applying s\lbsection (1.1), may increase tho benefit of the 
demand-side measure by an !lIDOUnt that represents a portion of the· avoided 
capacity and energy CO$ts thai. in the commission's opinion, will result from the 
commencement and application of Ihe specified st!!ndard, amendment or new 
bylaw proposed by l11e ~pecified proposal, assuming Ihat the standard. 
amendment or new bylaw comes into force. 

(1.5) Despite subsection (1. I) and subject to subsections (4) and (5), the commission 
must deletmine that a demand-side measure that is pari of an expendltltre 
portfolio and that is cost effective when lIpplyjng subsecti\ln (1.1) is no! cost 
effective if 
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(a) the demand-side measure is not cost-effective whhout applying 
subsection (1.1), and 

(b) the tOlai expenditures respecting 
(i} the demand-side measure, and 

Oi) all other denland-side measures that lITe part of the expenditure 
portfolio, Ihal are not cost effective without applying subsection (1.1) 
and that are cost effective when applying subsection (1.1), 

em: more than 
. '. 

(iii) 33% of the total expenditures for the expenditllTe portfolio, in the 
case of a utility that recovers the expenditures in gas rales, or 

(Iv) 10% of the totlll expenditures for the expenditure portfolio, in the 
case of a utility Ihat recovers the expenditures in electricity rales. 

(1.6) For greater certainty, if the commission determines under subsection (J ,5) that a 
demand-side measure that is parI of an expenditure portfolio is not cost effective. 
the commis~ion mUll! exclude Ihat demand-side measure from consideration 
when d~renni\}ing under that subsection whether another demand-side measure 
thaI is part of the expenditure portfolio is cosl effective. 

(1.7) Fo! the putposes of subsections (1.1) (0) and (1.5), the commission, when 
consIdering the benefits or expendilures respecting n public utility's expenditure 
portfolio, may consider a demand-side measure of the public utillty that is not 
induded in the expenditure portfolio to be a part of the expendilure portfolio. 

(1.8) Despite subsection (1.1). the commission may determine Iha! II demand-side 
measure, other than 

(a) a specified demand-liide measure, 
(b) a public awarelless program, 
(0) a demand-side measure referred 10 in section 3 (a), or 
(d) 11 demand-side measure that 1s cost effective without applying 

subsection (1.1) but after applying subsection (1.4) 

is not cost effective if the demand-.'1ide meaSUre would not be considered cost
effeclive under the u!i1iL;r cOSf test. 

(e) fll :mbsectiOTl (2) (b) by addlllg "but after applying subsection (1.1)" lifter «without 
reference to Ihis snbsection'j and 

(a) by repealillg sIIbsecti011s (3) (J/ul (7). 
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Utilities Commission Act 

Demand-Side Measures Regulation 

[unofficial consolidation including amendments up to December 8, 2011] 

Definitions  

1 In this regulation:  

"Act" means the Utilities Commission Act;  

"bulk electricity purchaser" means a public utility that purchases electricity 

from the authority for resale to the public utility's customers;  

"clean or renewable resource" has the same meaning as in the Clean Energy 

Act;  

"community engagement program" means a program delivered by  

(a) a public utility to a public entity either 

(i) to increase the public entity's awareness about ways to 

increase energy conservation and energy efficiency or to 

encourage the public entity to conserve energy or use energy 

efficiently, or  

(ii) to assist the public entity to increase the public's 

awareness about ways to increase energy conservation and 

energy efficiency or to encourage the public to conserve 

energy or use energy efficiently, or  

(b) a public utility in cooperation with a public entity to increase the 

public's awareness about ways to increase energy conservation and 

energy efficiency or to encourage the public to conserve energy or use 

energy efficiently;  

"education program" means an education program about energy conservation 

and efficiency, and includes the funding of the development of such a program;  

"energy efficiency training" means training for persons who  
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(a) manufacture, sell or install energy-efficient products or products 

that conserve energy, 

(b) design, construct or act as a real estate broker with respect to 

energy-efficient buildings, 

(c) manage energy systems, 

(d) conduct energy efficiency and conservation audits, 

(e) on behalf of an organization, manage or advise with respect to the 

conservation or efficient use of energy in the organization’s facilities, 

or  

(f) in an organization, educate other persons about the benefits of 

energy efficiency and conservation; 

"energy-using product" has the same meaning as in the Energy Efficiency Act 

(Canada);  

"expenditure portfolio" means the class of demand-side measures that is 

composed of all of the demand-side measures proposed by a public utility in an 

expenditure schedule submitted under section 44.2 of the Act;  

"low-income household" means a household whose residents receive service 

from the public utility and who have, in a taxation year, a before-tax annual 

household income equal to or less than the low-income cut off established by 

Statistics Canada for that year for households of that type;  

"plan portfolio" means the class of demand-side measures that is composed of 

all of the demand-side measures proposed by a public utility in a plan submitted 

under section 44.1 of the Act;  

"public awareness program" means a program delivered by a public utility  

(a) to increase the awareness of the public, including the public 

utility's customers, about ways to increase energy conservation and 

energy efficiency or to encourage the public, including the public 

utility's customers, to conserve energy or use energy efficiently, or  

(b) to increase participation by the public utility's customers in other 

demand-side measures proposed by the public utility in an expenditure 

portfolio or a plan portfolio  
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but does not include a program to increase the amount of energy sold or 

delivered by the public utility; 

"public entity" means a local government, first nation, non-profit society 

incorporated under the Society Act or trade union;  

"regulated item" means  

(a) a product or system that uses energy or controls or affects the use 

of energy 

(b) an energy-using product, 

(c) a building design, or 

(d) Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 1 (d).] 

(e) a building site design or building site selection plan, or 

(f) a community design; 

"school" means a school regulated under the School Act or the Independent 

School Act;  

"specified demand-side measure" means  

(a) a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (c) or (d), 

(b) the funding of energy efficiency training, 

(c) a community engagement program, 

(d) a technology innovation program, or 

(e) financial or other resources provided 

(i) to a standards-making body to support the development of 

standards respecting energy conservation or the efficient use 

of energy, or  

(ii) to a government or regulatory body to support the 

development of or compliance with a specified standard or a 

measure respecting energy conservation or the efficient use of 

energy in the Province;  

"specified proposal" means  
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(a) a proposal respecting an amendment to the regulation referred to 

in paragraph (a) of the definition of "specified standard", if the 

proposal is published by the minister responsible for the Energy 

Efficiency Act and specifically refers to this regulation;  

(b) a proposal respecting an amendment to the regulations referred to 

in paragraph (b) of the definition of "specified standard", if the 

proposed amendment is published in the Canada Gazette;  

(c) a proposal respecting an amendment to a standard referred to in 

paragraph (c) of the definition of "specified standard", if the proposal 

is published by the government and specifically refers to this 

regulation;  

(d) a proposal respecting 

(i) a new bylaw, or  

(ii) an amendment to a bylaw  

referred to in paragraph (d) of the definition of "specified standard", if 

the proposal has been given first reading by the council of the local 

authority;  

(e) a proposal respecting 

(i) a new law, or  

(ii) an amendment to a law  

referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition of "specified standard", if 

the proposal has been published by the governing body referred to in 

that paragraph;  

"specified standard" means a standard in any of the following:  

(a) the Energy Efficiency Standards Regulation, B.C. Reg. 389/93; 

(b) the Energy Efficiency Regulations S.O.R./94-651; 

(c) the British Columbia Building Code, if the standard promotes 

energy conservation or the efficient use of energy; 

(d) a bylaw of a local authority, if the standard promotes energy 

conservation or the efficient use of energy in the Province; 
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(e) a law passed by a governing body of a first nation, if the standard 

promotes energy conservation or the efficient use of energy in the 

Province;  

"technology innovation program" means a program  

(a) to develop, use or support the increased use of a technology, a 

system of technologies, a building design or an industrial facility 

design that is  

(i) not commonly used in British Columbia, and  

(ii) the use of which could directly or indirectly result in 

significant reductions of energy use or significantly more 

efficient use of energy,  

(b) to do what is described in paragraph (a) and to give 

demonstrations to the public of any results of doing what is described 

in paragraph (a), or  

(c) to gather information about a technology, a system of 

technologies, a building design or an industrial design referred to in 

paragraph (a).  

[am. B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 1.] 

Application  

2 (1) This regulation applies only with respect to demand-side measures proposed by the authority.  

(2) Effective June 1, 2009, 

(a) subsection (1) is repealed, and 

(b) section 3 does not apply to a public utility that is owned or 

operated by a local government or has fewer than 10,000 customers. 

Adequacy  

3 A public utility's plan portfolio is adequate for the purposes of section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Act only if 

the plan portfolio includes all of the following:  

(a) a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residents of 

low-income households to reduce their energy consumption; 
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(b) if the plan portfolio is submitted on or after June 1, 2009, a 

demand-side measure intended specifically to improve the energy 

efficiency of rental accommodations;  

(c) an education program for students enrolled in schools in the public 

utility's service area; 

(d) if the plan portfolio is submitted on or after June 1, 2009, an 

education program for students enrolled in post-secondary institutions 

in the public utility's service area.  

Cost effectiveness  

4 (1) Subject to subsections (1.5), (4) and (5), the commission, in determining for the purposes of 

section 44.1 (8) (c) or 44.2 (5) (d) of the Act the cost-effectiveness of a demand-side measure 

proposed in an expenditure portfolio or a plan portfolio, may compare the costs and benefits of  

(a) the demand-side measure individually, 

(b) the demand-side measure and other demand-side measures in the 

portfolio, or 

(c) the portfolio as a whole. 

(1.1) The commission must make determinations of cost effectiveness by applying the 

total resource cost test as follows and in the order set out:  

(a) subject to subsections (1.2) and (1.3), the avoided natural gas 

cost, if any, respecting a demand-side measure, in addition to the 

avoided capacity cost, is the amount that the commission is satisfied 

represents the authority’s long-run marginal cost of acquiring 

electricity generated from clean or renewable resources in British 

Columbia, multiplied by 0.5;  

(b) subject to subsection (1.3), the avoided electricity cost, if any, 

respecting a demand-side measure, in addition to the avoided capacity 

cost, is  

(i) in the case of a demand-side measure of FortisBC Inc., an 

amount that the commission is satisfied represents FortisBC 

Inc.’s long-run marginal cost of acquiring electricity generated 

from clean or renewable resources in British Columbia, and  
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(ii) in the case of a demand-side measure not referred to in 

subparagraph (i), an amount that the commission is satisfied 

represents the authority’s long-run marginal cost of acquiring 

electricity generated from clean or renewable resources in 

British Columbia;  

(c) with respect to a demand-side measure not referred to in section 3 

(a), do the following: 

(i) increase the benefits of the demand-side measure by an 

amount that does not exceed an amount proposed by the 

public utility for this purpose, if the commission is satisfied 

that the amount represents the participant or utility non-

energy benefits of the demand-side measure;  

(ii) if the benefits of a demand-side measure have not been 

increased under subparagraph (i) or if the benefits of the 

expenditure portfolio of which the demand-side measure is a 

part has not been increased by 15% or more as a result of an 

increase under subparagraph (i), increase the benefit of the 

demand-side measure by an amount that  

(A) increases by 15% the benefits of the expenditure 

portfolio of which the demand-side measure is a part, 

and  

(B) is equal to the increase made under this 

subparagraph for all the other demand-side measures 

that are part of the expenditure portfolio.  

(1.2) Subsection (1.1) (a) does not apply to a demand-side measure that reduces the 

use of natural gas but does not reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with that 

use of natural gas.  

(1.3) Subsection (1.1) (a) and (b) does not apply to a demand-side measure that 

encourages a switch from the use of oil or propane to the use of natural gas or 

electricity such that the switch would decrease greenhouse gas emissions in British 

Columbia.  

(1.4) In considering a demand-side measure that, in the commission’s opinion, will 

increase the use of a regulated item with respect to which there is either  
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(a) a specified standard that has not yet commenced, or 

(b) a specified proposal, 

the commission, after applying subsection (1.1), may increase the benefit of the 

demand-side measure by an amount that represents a portion of the avoided capacity 

and energy costs that, in the commission’s opinion, will result from the commencement 

and application of the specified standard, amendment or new bylaw proposed by the 

specified proposal, assuming that the standard, amendment or new bylaw comes into 

force.  

(1.5) Despite subsection (1.1) and subject to subsections (4) and (5), the commission 

must determine that a demand-side measure that is part of an expenditure portfolio 

and that is cost effective when applying subsection (1.1) is not cost effective if  

(a) the demand-side measure is not cost-effective without applying 

subsection (1.1), and 

(b) the total expenditures respecting 

(i) the demand-side measure, and  

(ii) all other demand-side measures that are part of the 

expenditure portfolio, that are not cost effective without 

applying subsection (1.1) and that are cost effective when 

applying subsection (1.1),  

are more than 

(iii) 33% of the total expenditures for the expenditure 

portfolio, in the case of a utility that recovers the expenditures 

in gas rates, or  

(iv) 10% of the total expenditures for the expenditure 

portfolio, in the case of a utility that recovers the expenditures 

in electricity rates.  

(1.6) For greater certainty, if the commission determines under subsection (1.5) that a 

demand-side measure that is part of an expenditure portfolio is not cost effective, the 

commission must exclude that demand-side measure from consideration when 

determining under that subsection whether another demand-side measure that is part 

of the expenditure portfolio is cost effective.  
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(1.7) For the purposes of subsections (1.1) (c) and (1.5), the commission, when 

considering the benefits or expenditures respecting a public utility’s expenditure 

portfolio, may consider a demand-side measure of the public utility that is not included 

in the expenditure portfolio to be a part of the expenditure portfolio.  

(1.8) Despite subsection (1.1), the commission may determine that a demand-side 

measure, other than 

(a) a specified demand-side measure, 

(b) a public awareness program, 

(c) a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (a), or 

(d) a demand-side measure that is cost effective without applying 

subsection (1.1) but after applying subsection (1.4) 

is not cost effective if the demand-side measure would not be considered cost-effective 

under the utility cost test. 

(2) In determining whether a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (a) is cost 

effective, the commission must, 

(a) in addition to conducting any other analysis the commission 

considers appropriate, use the total resource cost test, and 

(b) in using the total resource cost test, consider the benefit of the 

demand-side measure to be 130% of its value when determined 

without reference to this subsection.  

(3) Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 2 (d).] 

(4) The commission must determine the cost-effectiveness of a specified demand-side 

measure proposed in a plan portfolio or an expenditure portfolio by determining 

whether the portfolio is cost effective as a whole.  

(5) If the commission is satisfied that a public awareness program proposed in a plan 

portfolio or an expenditure portfolio is likely to accomplish the goals set out in 

paragraph (a) or (b) of the definition of "public awareness program", the commission 

must determine the cost-effectiveness of the program by determining whether the 

portfolio is cost-effective as a whole.  
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(6) The commission may not determine that a proposed demand-side measure is not 

cost effective on the basis of the result obtained by using a ratepayer impact measure 

test to assess the demand-side measure.  

(7) Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 2 (d).] 

[am. B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 2.] 
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Utilities Commission Act 

Demand-Side Measures Regulation 

[unoffocial consolidation including amendments up to December 8, 2011] 

Definitions  

1 In this regulation:  

"Act" means the Utilities Commission Act;  

"bulk electricity purchaser" means a public utility that purchases 

electricity from the authority for resale to the public utility's customers;  

"clean or renewable resource" has the same meaning as in the Clean 

Energy Act;  

"community engagement program" means a program delivered by  

(a) a public utility to a public entity either 

(i) to increase the public entity's awareness about ways 

to increase energy conservation and energy efficiency or 

to encourage the public entity to conserve energy or use 

energy efficiently, or  

( ii) to assist the public entity to increase the public's 

awareness about ways to increase energy conservation 

and energy efficiency or to encourage the public to 

conserve energy or use energy efficiently, or  

(b) a public utility in cooperation with a public entity to increase 

the public's awareness about ways to increase energy 

conservation and energy efficiency or to encourage the public to 

conserve energy or use energy efficiently;  

"education program" means an education program about energy 

conservation and efficiency, and includes the funding of the development 

of such a program;  

"energy device" has the same meaning as in the Energy Efficiency Act;  
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"energy efficiency training" means training for persons who  

(a) manufacture, sell or install energy-efficient products or 

products that conserve energy, 

(b) design, construct or act as a real estate broker with respect 

to energy-efficient buildings, 

(c) manage energy systems in buildings, 

(d) conduct energy efficiency and conservation audits, 

(e) on behalf of an organization, manage or advise with respect 

to the conservation or efficient use of energy in the 

organization’s facilities, or  

(d) conductf) in an organization, educate other persons about 

the benefits of energy efficiency auditsand conservation; 

"energy-using product" has the same meaning as in the Energy 

Efficiency Act (Canada);  

"expenditure portfolio" means the class of demand-side measures that 

is composed of all of the demand-side measures proposed by a public 

utility in an expenditure schedule submitted under section 44.2 of the Act;  

"low-income household" means a household whose residents receive 

service from the public utility and who have, in a taxation year, a 

before-tax annual household income equal to or less than the low-income 

cut off established by Statistics Canada for that year for households of 

that type;  

"plan portfolio" means the class of demand-side measures that is 

composed of all of the demand-side measures proposed by a public utility 

in a plan submitted under section 44.1 of the Act;  

"public awareness program" means a program delivered by a public 

utility  

(a) to increase the awareness of the public, including the public 

utility's customers, about ways to increase energy conservation 

and energy efficiency or to encourage the public, including the 
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public utility's customers, to conserve energy or use energy 

efficiently, or  

(b) to increase participation by the public utility's customers in 

other demand-side measures proposed by the public utility in an 

expenditure portfolio or a plan portfolio  

but does not include a program to increase the amount of energy sold 

or delivered by the public utility; 

"public entity" means a local government, first nation, non-profit society 

incorporated under the Society Act or trade union;  

"regulated item" means  

(a) an energy device,a product or system that uses energy or 

controls or affects the use of energy 

(b) an energy-using product, 

(c) a building design, or 

(d) thermal insulation;Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 1 (d).] 

(e) a building site design or building site selection plan, or 

(f) a community design; 

"school" means a school regulated under the School Act or the 

Independent School Act;  

"specified demand-side measure" means  

(a) a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (c) or (d), 

(b) the funding of energy efficiency training, 

(c) a community engagement program, or 

(d) a technology innovation program;, or 

(e) financial or other resources provided 

(i) to a standards-making body to support the 

development of standards respecting energy 

conservation or the efficient use of energy, or  
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(ii) to a government or regulatory body to support the 

development of or compliance with a specified standard 

or a measure respecting energy conservation or the 

efficient use of energy in the Province;  

"specified proposal" means  

(a) a proposal respecting an amendment to the regulation 

referred to in paragraph (a) of the definition of "specified 

standard", if the proposal is published by the minister 

responsible for the Energy Efficiency Act and specifically refers 

to this regulation;  

(b) a proposal respecting an amendment to the regulations 

referred to in paragraph (b) of the definition of "specified 

standard", if the proposed amendment is published in the 

Canada Gazette;  

(c) a proposal respecting an amendment to a standard referred 

to in paragraph (c) of the definition of "specified standard", if the 

proposal is published by the government and specifically refers 

to this regulation;  

(d) a proposal respecting 

(i) a new bylaw, or  

(ii) an amendment to a bylaw  

referred to in paragraph (d) of the definition of "specified 

standard", if the proposal has been given first reading by the 

council of the local authority;  

(e) a proposal respecting 

(i) a new law, or  

(ii) an amendment to a law  

referred to in paragraph (e) of the definition of "specified 

standard", if the proposal has been published by the governing 

body referred to in that paragraph;  

"specified standard" means a standard in any of the following:  
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(a) the Energy Efficiency Standards Regulation, B.C. Reg. 

389/93; 

(b) the Energy Efficiency Regulations S.O.R./94-651; 

(c) the British Columbia Building Code, if the standard promotes 

energy conservation or the efficient use of energy; 

(d) a bylaw of a local authority, if the standard promotes energy 

conservation or the efficient use of energy in the Province; 

(e) a law passed by a governing body of a first nation, if the 

standard promotes energy conservation or the efficient use of 

energy in the Province;  

"technology innovation program" means a program  

(a) to develop, use or support the increased use of a technology, 

a system of technologies, a building design or an industrial 

facility design that is  

(i) not commonly used in British Columbia, and  

(ii) the use of which could directly or indirectly result in 

significant reductions of energy use or significantly more 

efficient use of energy,  

(b) to do what is described in paragraph (a) and to give 

demonstrations to the public of any results of doing what is 

described in paragraph (a), or  

(c) to gather information about a technology, a system of 

technologies, a building design or an industrial design referred to 

in paragraph (a).  

[am. B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 1.] 

Application  

2 (1) This regulation applies only with respect to demand-side measures proposed by the 

authority.  

(2) Effective June 1, 2009, 

(a) subsection (1) is repealed, and 
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(b) section 3 does not apply to a public utility that is owned or 

operated by a local government or has fewer than 10,000 

customers. 

Adequacy  

3 A public utility's plan portfolio is adequate for the purposes of section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Act 

only if the plan portfolio includes all of the following:  

(a) a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist 

residents of low-income households to reduce their energy 

consumption; 

(b) if the plan portfolio is submitted on or after June 1, 2009, a 

demand-side measure intended specifically to improve the 

energy efficiency of rental accommodations;  

(c) an education program for students enrolled in schools in the 

public utility's service area; 

(d) if the plan portfolio is submitted on or after June 1, 2009, an 

education program for students enrolled in post-secondary 

institutions in the public utility's service area.  

Cost effectiveness  

4 (1) Subject to subsections (1.5), (4) and (5), the commission, in determining for the purposes 

of section 44.1 (8) (c) or 44.2 (5) (d) of the Act the cost-effectiveness of a demand-side measure 

proposed in an expenditure portfolio or a plan portfolio, may compare the costs and benefits of  

(a) the demand-side measure individually, 

(b) the demand-side measure and other demand-side measures 

in the portfolio, or 

(c) the portfolio as a whole. 

(1.1) The commission must make determinations of cost effectiveness by 

applying the total resource cost test as follows and in the order set out:  

(a) subject to subsections (1.2) and (1.3), the avoided natural 

gas cost, if any, respecting a demand-side measure, in addition 

to the avoided capacity cost, is the amount that the commission 
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is satisfied represents the authority’s long-run marginal cost of 

acquiring electricity generated from clean or renewable 

resources in British Columbia, multiplied by 0.5;  

(b) subject to subsection (1.3), the avoided electricity cost, if 

any, respecting a demand-side measure, in addition to the 

avoided capacity cost, is  

(i) in the case of a demand-side measure of FortisBC 

Inc., an amount that the commission is satisfied 

represents FortisBC Inc.’s long-run marginal cost of 

acquiring electricity generated from clean or renewable 

resources in British Columbia, and  

(ii) in the case of a demand-side measure not referred to 

in subparagraph (i), an amount that the commission is 

satisfied represents the authority’s long-run marginal 

cost of acquiring electricity generated from clean or 

renewable resources in British Columbia;  

(c) with respect to a demand-side measure not referred to in 

section 3 (a), do the following: 

(i) increase the benefits of the demand-side measure by 

an amount that does not exceed an amount proposed by 

the public utility for this purpose, if the commission is 

satisfied that the amount represents the participant or 

utility non-energy benefits of the demand-side 

measure;  

(ii) if the benefits of a demand-side measure have not 

been increased under subparagraph (i) or if the benefits 

of the expenditure portfolio of which the demand-side 

measure is a part has not been increased by 15% or 

more as a result of an increase under subparagraph (i), 

increase the benefit of the demand-side measure by an 

amount that  

(A) increases by 15% the benefits of the 

expenditure portfolio of which the demand-side 

measure is a part, and  
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(B) is equal to the increase made under this 

subparagraph for all the other demand-side 

measures that are part of the expenditure 

portfolio.  

(1.2) Subsection (1.1) (a) does not apply to a demand-side measure that reduces 

the use of natural gas but does not reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated 

with that use of natural gas.  

(1.3) Subsection (1.1) (a) and (b) does not apply to a demand-side measure that 

encourages a switch from the use of oil or propane to the use of natural gas or 

electricity such that the switch would decrease greenhouse gas emissions in 

British Columbia.  

(1.4) In considering a demand-side measure that, in the commission’s opinion, 

will increase the use of a regulated item with respect to which there is either  

(a) a specified standard that has not yet commenced, or 

(b) a specified proposal, 

the commission, after applying subsection (1.1), may increase the benefit of the 

demand-side measure by an amount that represents a portion of the avoided 

capacity and energy costs that, in the commission’s opinion, will result from the 

commencement and application of the specified standard, amendment or new 

bylaw proposed by the specified proposal, assuming that the standard, 

amendment or new bylaw comes into force.  

(1.5) Despite subsection (1.1) and subject to subsections (4) and (5), the 

commission must determine that a demand-side measure that is part of an 

expenditure portfolio and that is cost effective when applying subsection (1.1) is 

not cost effective if  

(a) the demand-side measure is not cost-effective without 

applying subsection (1.1), and 

(b) the total expenditures respecting 

(i) the demand-side measure, and  

(ii) all other demand-side measures that are part of the 

expenditure portfolio, that are not cost effective without 
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applying subsection (1.1) and that are cost effective 

when applying subsection (1.1),  

are more than 

(iii) 33% of the total expenditures for the expenditure 

portfolio, in the case of a utility that recovers the 

expenditures in gas rates, or  

(iv) 10% of the total expenditures for the expenditure 

portfolio, in the case of a utility that recovers the 

expenditures in electricity rates.  

(1.6) For greater certainty, if the commission determines under subsection (1.5) 

that a demand-side measure that is part of an expenditure portfolio is not cost 

effective, the commission must exclude that demand-side measure from 

consideration when determining under that subsection whether another 

demand-side measure that is part of the expenditure portfolio is cost effective.  

(1.7) For the purposes of subsections (1.1) (c) and (1.5), the commission, when 

considering the benefits or expenditures respecting a public utility’s expenditure 

portfolio, may consider a demand-side measure of the public utility that is not 

included in the expenditure portfolio to be a part of the expenditure portfolio.  

(1.8) Despite subsection (1.1), the commission may determine that a 

demand-side measure, other than 

(a) a specified demand-side measure, 

(b) a public awareness program, 

(c) a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (a), or 

(d) a demand-side measure that is cost effective without 

applying subsection (1.1) but after applying subsection (1.4) 

is not cost effective if the demand-side measure would not be considered 

cost-effective under the utility cost test. 

(2) In determining whether a demand-side measure referred to in section 3 (a) is 

cost effective, the commission must, 

(a) in addition to conducting any other analysis the commission 

considers appropriate, use the total resource cost test, and 
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(b) in using the total resource cost test, consider the benefit of 

the demand-side measure to be 130% of its value when 

determined without reference to this subsection.  

(3) In determining whether a demand-side measure of a bulk electricity 

purchaser is cost-effective, the commission must consider the benefit of the 

avoided supply cost to be the authority's long-term marginal cost of acquiring 

new electricity to replace the electricity sold to the bulk electricity purchaser and 

not the bulk electricity purchaser's cost of purchasing electricity from the 

authority. (3) Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 2 (d).] 

(4) The commission must determine the cost-effectiveness of a specified 

demand-side measure proposed in a plan portfolio or an expenditure portfolio by 

determining whether the portfolio is cost effective as a whole.  

(5) If the commission is satisfied that a public awareness program proposed in a 

plan portfolio or an expenditure portfolio is likely to accomplish the goals set out 

in paragraph (a) or (b) of the definition of "public awareness program", the 

commission must determine the cost-effectiveness of the program by 

determining whether the portfolio is cost-effective as a whole.  

(6) The commission may not determine that a proposed demand-side measure is 

not cost effective on the basis of the result obtained by using a ratepayer impact 

measure test to assess the demand-side measure.  

(7) In considering the benefit of a demand-side measure that, in the 

commission's opinion, will increase the market share of a regulated item with 

respect to which there is a specified standard that has not yet commenced, the 

commission may include in the benefit a proportion of the benefit that, in the 

commission's opinion, will result from the commencement and application of the 

specified standard with respect to the regulated item. (7) Repealed. [B.C. Reg. 

228/2011, s. 2 (d).] 

[am. B.C. Reg. 228/2011, s. 2.] 
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